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201. CLEMENT VIII, Pope. [Caption title] Clemens Papa Octavus. [Begins]
Ad futuram rei memoriam exponi nobis nuper fecerunt dilecti filii Providitor
& confrates confraternitatis misericordiæ civitatis Vlixbonensis de Speciali
Regis commissione hospitale Regium …. [Lisbon]: n.pr., dated in print 5
February 1598 and 16 September 1610. Folio (29 x 19 cm.), disbound.
Large woodcut initial on first leaf recto. In good to very good condition. Old ink manuscript inscription in upper blank margin of first leaf
recto. Some old ink underscoring on first leaf, recto and verso. Old ink
marginal annotation on first leaf recto. Old ink manuscript foliation
“288-289” in lower outer corners of each leaf recto. (2 ll.). Second leaf
printed on recto only, in Portuguese.		 $200.00
Deals with the Hospital de Todos os Santos in Lisbon. The Hospital was finished in
1504, during the reign of King Manuel I. Initially administered by a provedor appointed
by the King, after 1564 the Hospital was run by the Irmandade da Santa Casa da Misericórdia (Brotherhood of the Holy House of Mercy). The Santa Casa da Misericórdia was an
important Portuguese religious charity established in 1498 that exists to this day. The
Hospital was greatly damaged in the 1755 Lisbon earthquake, never completely rebuilt,
then demolished and closed in 1775.
The text first explains why hospitals are necessary. It outlines the tasks that will
be performed at the new hospital (caring for the sick, caring for children suffering from
diseases, and the celebration of Mass at the hospital) and who will perform those tasks.
It makes clear that there is an imperative to build more infirmaries given the very high
demand, because there is not enough room to take care of all the sick.
❊ Not in Arouca. Not located in OCLC.
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With Author’s Lengthy Signed Presentation Inscription

*202. MARGARIDA, Manoel de Almeida Coelho. Flores incultas,
poesias de …. Terceiro volume com o mesmo titulo de Flores incultas. Rio de
Janeiro: Typ. de Machado & C., 1881. 8°, contemporary front wrapper (a
bit frayed, spine mostly gone). Light toning. Overall in good condition.
Bifolium interleaved following the title page, with first leaf blank; on
the second leaf is the author’s 2-page signed and dated (“16 de Agosto
de 1881”) ink inscription to Manuel Maria Portella, difficult to decipher
but apparently in verse. 174 pp., (1 l.).		 $400.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION [?]. Margarida published four volumes with this title;
each is considered a separate work.
Manoel de Almeida Coelho Margarida, or Poeta Margarida (Macieira de Cambra,
district of Aveiro, 1829-Argirita, Minas Gerais, 1886), was a Portuguese wandering poet
and a writer of glosses to texts. He was famous for his versatility and his ability to compose and improvise poems upon widely varied subjects and themes. A good part of his
life was spent in Brazil. Born into extreme poverty, he is said to have been illiterate, but
achieved considerable popularity as well as critical acclaim from Camilo Castelo Branco.
Provenance: Manuel Maria Portela (1833-1906) was a poet born in Setúbal. See
Innocêncio XVI, 265-6; Aditamentos p. 304.
❊ This volume not in Innocêncio; see XVI, 106, referring only to the first edition
of the first volume, 1848, without collation or any information about the author. He is
not mentioned in any other of the usual bibliographies, literary manuals, or reference
works, but there is a long article about him in Wikipedia that refers (in error?) to an
edition dated 1879. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.
Not located in KVK (51 databases searched). Not located in Hollis, Orbis, or Newberry
Library online catalog.

With Author’s Signed and Dated Presentation Inscription

*203. [MARTINS, José Vitorino de Pina]. Duarte de Montalegre,
pseudonym. Fiume di notte. Florence [i.e., Coimbra]: Tip. da Atlântida, 1950. 8°, original printed wrappers. Uncut and unopened. In
very good condition overall. Author’s signed and dated five-line
presentation inscription on initial leaf recto: “Ao bom amigo // Sr.
Alfredo Saraiva Faria [?] // Com um grande abraço // de // D.
Montalegre // Roma, 25/I/50”. Ticket of Livraria Manuel Ferreira,
Porto, in upper outer corner of front cover verso. Postmark on front
cover (“CTT 20 Fev 50”). 15 pp.		
$80.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of these verses in Italian, written under a pseudonym
by a Pina Martins (Penalva de Alva, 1920-Lisbon, 2010), who was for many years a leading figure in Portuguese culture, education, and intellectual life. He was president of
the Academy of Sciences in Lisbon, head of the Education Department at the Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian, chief of Gulbenkian’s Portuguese Cultural Center in Paris, and
professor jubilado at the University of Lisbon. The academic writings of Pina Martins constitute a huge and impressive mass: he was Portugal’s leading authority on humanism.
❊ Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses V, 90-92. Not located in OCLC. Not
located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.
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On the Martyred Bishop of Nanking

204. MASCARENHAS, José Freire de Monterroyo. Carta do Eruditissimo Senhor Jozé Freire de Monterroyo Mascarenhas. M.R.P. Fr. João de N.
Senhora. N.p.: n.pr., issued 3 January 1752. 4°, disbound. Caption title.
Light browning. In good to very good condition. (4 ll.). Signed §§§4.
Possibly part of a larger volume.		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Freire de Monterroyo Mascarenhas tells Fr. João de N.
Senhora his opinion of the latter’s eulogy on the martyrdom of Francesco de Santa Rosa
de Viterbo, a Franciscan who served as bishop of Nanking (Nanjing) from 1742 to 1750.
Most of the Carta is a discussion of the bishop’s actions in China.
Nanking, Peking, and Macau were all part of the Portuguese Padroado in the East:
the king of Portugal named the bishops and paid their living expenses. All the missionaries mentioned in this account suffered persecutions at the hands of Chinese authorities.
The author (1670-1760?), a native of Lisbon, began his studies in Portugal and
extended them for ten years, beginning in 1693, by traveling throughout Europe to study
its politics and languages. Back in Portugal, he served from 1704 to 1710 as a cavalry
captain in the War of the Spanish Succession. When the war ended he began to publish the
Gazeta de Lisboa, of which he remained editor for more than 40 years. He also published
numerous pamphlets on current events.
❊ Not in Innocêncio. Not located in Coimbra, Miscelâneas. On the persecutions in
Nanking, see Joseph Krahl, China Missions in Crisis: Bishop Laimbeckhoven and His Times,
1738-1787, especially Chapter 2. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located
in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched). Not located in The European Library
(72 databases searched).

Funeral Oration for the Most Prominent Portuguese Advocate
For the Abolition of Slavery

205. MATHEUS, J.[oaquim] Alves. Oração funebre do Marquez de Sá da
Bandeira nas exequias mandadas celebrar pelo Centro do Partido Reformista
na Igreja da Encarnação da Cidade de Lisboa no dia 21 de Fevereiro de 1876.
Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional, 1876. 8°, original blue printed wrappers
(a few small nicks to spine). In very good to fine condition. 44 pp.		
		$200.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Bernardo de Sá Nogueira de Figueiredo, 1st Marquês
de Sá da Bandeira (Santarém, 1795-Lisbon, 1876) was a Portuguese army officer and
politician, serving as Prime Minister five times. He was the most prominent Portuguese
advocate for the abolition of slavery. While also opposed to the slave trade, he argued
against Lord Palmerston’s attempts to force Portugal to sign a treaty on this subject
thought to be prejudicial to her interests.
Conego Joaquim Alves Matheus (Santa Comba-Dão, 1835-1903) held a degree in
theology from Coimbra University. He was a highly regarded orator, Canon of the Angra
do Heroísmo Cathredral, then later of the Braga Cathedral, and parliamentary deputy.
❊ Innocêncio XI, 311; for the author, see also X, 380; Aditamentos, p. 207. Not located
in NUC. Not located in OCLC.
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*206. MATOS, Milena, and António Luís. Atlas das aves nidificantes do
Campus da Universidade de Aveiro. Preface by Maria Helena Nazaré and
Amadeu Soares. Porto: Edições Afrontamento, and Aveiro: Departamento de Biologia, Universidade de Aveiro, 2007. Colecção Biologicando,
1. Large 4° (24 x 21.3 cm.), original illustrated wrappers. As new. 123
pp., (2 ll.), maps and numerous plans in text, many illustrations, mostly
in color, many full-page, bibliography. ISBN: 972-36-0886-1.
$25.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION.

❊ Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal,
and Biblioteca Geral da Universidade de Coimbra. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases
searched) locates only the copies cited by Porbase.

Baroque Sermon by a Jesuit Priest Preached in Rio de Janeiro about St.
Francis

207. MATTOS, Francisco de, S.J. Sermam do grande patriarcha dos pobres
S. Francisco pregado no Convento de Santo Antonio dos Capuchos desta Cidade
do Rio de Janeyro Pelo M.R. Padre Mestre Francisco de Mattos da Companhia
de Jesus, sendo Reytor do seu Collegio da mesma Cidade: Com o Santissimo
Sacramento exposto, no anno de 1696. Lisbon: Na Officina de Antonio
Pedrozo Galrão, 1699. 4°, disbound. Woodcut rose with Jesuir emblem
on title page. Woodcut headpieces on pp. [3-4] and 5. Woodcut initial
on p. 5. Typographical divider on page 8. Large woodcut floral vase on
p. 37 Small dampstain in lower right-hand corner. In good condition.
Old ink manuscript foliation (“513-529”) in upper outer corner of each
leaf recto. 37 pp. Main text in two columns. A-D4, D3.		$800.00
FIRST and ONLY separate EDITION.
Father Francisco de Mattos was born in Lisbon in 1636 and entered the Jesuit order
there in 1652, begining his noviciado at Bahia shortly thereafter. Returning to Portugal, he
served as Procurador-geral for the order. After traveling a second time to Brazil, he was
rector of the Jesuit colleges at Rio de Janeiro and Bahia, also being elevated to the office of
Provincial. Professor of the humanities, philosophy and theology, he died in Bahia in 1720.
On leaf A2 recto and verso are two sonnets in praise of P. Francisco de Mattos by
cavalry captain Francisco Sodré Pereyra.

❊ Arouca M181. Borba de Moraes (1983) II, 538. Barbosa Machado II, 195-6. BackerSommervogel, V, 743. Leite, História da Companhia de Jesus no Brasil, VIII, 363; see also
VII, 362-70. Morais Rocha de Almeida, Dicionário de autores no Brasil colonial (2010) pp.
337-8. Not in Innocêncio; on the author see III, 7. Not in Landis, European Americana. Not
in JCB, Portuguese and Brazilian Books; see 699/3 for another sermon by this author on
a similar theme, printed the same year, by the same printer. Not in J.C. Rodrigues. Not
located in OCLC. Porbase locates seven copies: six in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal,
and one in the Biblioteca Geral da Universidade de Coimbra (ex-Visconde da Trindade).
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Letters from Mozambique Published in Bombay

208. [MAXAMBEIRO, O, pseud., Joaquim Pereira Marinho, José
Narcizo Coelho, et al.]. Do Redactor do Progoeiro [sic, for “Pregoeiro”].
[Colophon] Bombay: Na Officina Portugueza do Pregoeiro da Liberdade, [1841]. 4°, disbound. Caption title. Uncut and mostly unopened.
Slight soiling on first and final leaves. Unobtrusive wormtrail in
lower margin of first quire, never affecting text. In good to very
good condition. (1 l.), 62 pp.		 $900.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this collection of letters from Moçambique, which
were too voluminous for publication in the Pregoeiro da liberdade, a weekly newspaper
published in Portuguese in Bombay from 6 January 1838 to 28 June 1846. The letters and
documents, dating to 1839-1841, recap the unfortunate situation of the Portuguese colony
and the worsening conditions under the governorship of Joaquim Pereira Marinho. Supporting documents include letters from the citizens of Cabo Verde, merchants of Rio de
Janeiro, officials in Inhambane, and the governor himself.
Joaquim Pereira Marinho (Porto, ca. 1782-1854, Lisbon) was a member of the royal
council, a field marshal, and a member of the Ordem de Christo and the Ordem de S.
Bento de Avis. Judging from the list of his works in Innocêncio, Pereira Marinho spent
considerable time defending his actions as governor of Cabo Verde and Mozambique.
❊ On Joaquim Pereira Marinho, see IV, 145, 454-5; XII, 129-30. For the Pregoeiro da
liberdade see Costa, Dicionário de literatura goesa, III, 90. Not located in OCLC. Porbase
locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51
databases searched) locates only the copy cited by Porbase.

Abolish Mayorazgos!

209. [MAYORAZGOS]. Mayorazgos. Iniquum est enim ... [text begins:]
Las empeñosas discusiones que agitan al Congreso á cerca de los mayorazgos,
parecen mas bien los preliminares de un tratado de capitulacion entre el verdadero patriotismo y el interes privado de cuatro individuos que se le oponen
.... (Santiago de Chile): Imprenta de la Independencia, dated 22 October
1826. Folio (29.5 x 19 cm.), disbound (separated at fold). Caption title.
Light browning. In good to very good condition. Early manuscript
foliation in ink. 6 pp.		 $500.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The anonymous author of this essay wants mayorazgos
abolished completely. He calls the institution a feudal relic, quotes Campomanes, Adam
Smith, Bentham and others on its harmful effects, and asserts that the only people in
favor of keeping it are the few who expect to inherit mayorazgos that currently exist.
The mayorazgo, a form of primogeniture that prevented large estates from being
dispersed, became part of Castilian law in 1505 and was carried over into Latin America.
After Spain suppressed the mayorazgo in 1820 by the Ley Desvinculadora, debate raged
between Chilean liberals and conservatives over its abolition. O’Higgins abolished the
mayorazgo by a decree of June 1818 that was ignored. The Constitution of 1828 abolished
it, too, but it was effectively reinstated by the Constitution of 1833, and not abolished
completely until the 1850s, under President Montt.
❊ Briseño I, p. 199. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located in
Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.
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Mayorazgos: Inviolable Because of Property Rights

210. [MAYORAZGOS]. Mayorazgos. Ya que se ha puesto á la Representacion Nacional llamada á constituir la República en la necesidad de discutir el
proyecto sobre estincion de mayorazgos, nos será tambien forzoso observarlo ....
(Santiago de Chile): Imprenta de la Biblioteca, n.d., ca. 1826. Folio (29.5
x 19 cm.), disbound (separated at fold). Caption title. Light browning.
Good to very good condition. Early manuscript foliation in ink. A few
early marginal notes. 6 pp.		 $500.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Argues that property rights are inviolable and that since
mayorazgos implement an aspect of property rights (the right to bequeath one’s property
as one pleases), they therefore cannot be abrogated merely for the sake of convenience.
The learned Europeans who condemn them do not know that the mayorazgos in Chile
differ from primogeniture and that they do not promote an aristocracy. The author further argues that such large estates are not harmful to agriculture, and praises them as
promoting capitalism: “Si un capitalista es en los ojos de los economistas la alhaja mas
preciosa de un Estado.—Si segun ellos valen mas á la produccion, como á la riqueza
pública y particular mil pesos, por ejemplo, puestos en una mano hábil, que las misma
cantidad repartida en otros tantos indivíduos de igual habilidad ... es evidente que estas
instituciones que en Chile solo tienden á mantener una moderada acumulacion, llenan
todos los objetos que en esta parte puede proponerse un legislador.”
The mayorazgo, a form of primogeniture that prevented large estates from being
dispersed, became part of Castilian law in 1505 and was carried over into Latin America.
After Spain suppressed the mayorazgo in 1820 by the Ley Desvinculadora, debate raged
between Chilean liberals and conservatives over its abolition. O’Higgins abolished the
mayorazgo by a decree of June 1818 that was ignored. The Constitution of 1828 abolished
it, too, but it was effectively reinstated by the Constitution of 1833, and not abolished
completely until the 1850s, under President Montt.
❊ Briseño I, 199. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located in Rebiun.
Not located in Jisc.

Argues That Primogeniture Is Beneficial for the Economy

211. [MAYORAZGOS]. Observaciones que los poseedores de mayorazgos
presentaron al Congreso de 1823. [text begins:] Señor. Los actuales poseedores de Mayorazgos cumpliendo con los deberes que á su parecer les impone la
conciencia .... N.p.: n.pr., 1823. 4°, disbound (separated at fold). Caption
title. Very light foxing. Overall in good condition. Early manuscript
foliation in ink. (2 ll.)		 $800.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? The owners of mayorazgos in Chile attempt to persuade Congress that the institution should not be abolished. If Congress has the power
to outlaw mayorazgos, “podrá tambien este poder destruir todos los contratos y cuantos
pactos humanos ha celebrado la sociedad.” They also argue that Chile’s political situation is unique and that the mayorazgos are economically beneficial to the country because
wealthy landowners can cultivate and develop the land.
The mayorazgo, a form of primogeniture that prevented large estates from being
dispersed, became part of Castilian law in 1505 and was carried over into Latin
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America. After Spain suppressed the mayorazgo in 1820 by the Ley Desvinculadora,
debate raged between liberals and conservatives over its abolition in Chile. O’Higgins
abolished the mayorazgo by a decree of June 1818 that was ignored. The Constitution
of 1828 abolished it, too, but it was effectively reinstated by the Constitution of 1833,
and not abolished completely until the 1850s, under President Montt.
❊ Briseño I, 239. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located in Rebiun.
Not located in Jisc.

Measles in Zacatecas, 1836

212. [MEASLES]. Aviso al Publico. Dada cuenta al M. Illustre Ayuntamiento
en sesion estraordinaria de 13 del corriente, con algunas medidas adoptadas
por la Junta de Sanidad, reducidas á ausiliar á los habitantes de ésta ciudad,
que se encuentren sin recursos, absolutamente necesitados, y afligidos ....
[Zacatecas]: Imprenta del Gobierno, 15 June 1836. Broadside (30.5 x
21.5 cm.), unbound. In very fine condition. (1 l.).		 $200.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Assigns staff (with names) and sets out methods for
dealing with an epidemic of measles in Zacatecas.
❊ Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located in Rebiun. Not
located in Jisc.

Diseases Endemic to Rio de Janeiro

213. MEDEIROS, Joaquim José de. These para o doutorado em medicina,
que foi sustentada perante a Faculdade de Medicina do Rio de Janeiro, em 13
de Dezembro de 1852. Rio de Janeiro: Typographia Litteraria, 1852. 4°,
late twentieth-century quarter sheep over marbled boards (some minor
cracking due to dryness in leather portion of boards), smooth spine gilt,
decorated endleaves, top edges rouged, red silk ribbon place marker.
Woodcut vignette on title page. Minor soiling; tiny marginal repair to
first 2 leaves. In good to very good condition. (1 l.), 39 pp., (1 l.).		
		$400.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? Discusses the climate of Rio de Janeiro and the diseases
specific to that area, particularly urina chilosa and urina leitosa, and a problem with the
shoulder (apresentação de espadua com sahida de braço).

❊ Author not in Sacramento Blake, Innocêncio or Santos Filho. Not in Pires de Lima,
Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. Not in Lisbon, Faculdade de
Medicina, Catálogo da Colecção Portuguesa. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC.
Not located in Porbase.
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Reports of Troop Movements by Peruvians, Bolivians, Argentines

214. [MELGAREJO, Juan]. Noticias del Peru. Gobierno militar de Valparaiso
... [text begins:] Sin embargo de que las noticias que comuniqué a V.S. por
el correo de hoi, no varían de la realidad .... N.p.: n.pr., dated 14 July 1838.
Folio (28.7 x 18.7 cm.), disbound. Caption title. In good to very good
condition. Early manuscript foliation in ink. Broadside.		 $300.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? Includes reports brought in by various merchant ships,
including the Philip Hone from the United States, regarding troop movements in Peru (under
Orbegoso) and in Bolivia (under Santa Cruz), plus a brief comment on Argentine troops.
❊ Not located in Briseño. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located
in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

Elegiac Poem and an Exchange of Literary Compliments

215. MELLO, Antonio Joaquim de Mesquita e. Epicedio á saudosa memoria do nosso amavel Soberano, o Senhor D. Joaô Sexto, por occasiaõ das Reaes
Exequias Portuenses ao mesmo August Senhor. Printed text plus fair copies
in manuscript of 2 letters. 3 letters. [Colophon] Porto: Typographia de
Viuva Alvarez Ribeiro & Filhos, 1826. 4°, unbound. Black border on all
pages. Uncut. Overall fine. Stitched together with manuscript letters
(see below). 4 pp.
3 letters. $300.00

FIRST EDITION of this elegy on the death of D. João VI (13 May 1767—10 March
1826). The author, born in Porto ca. 1793-96, was blinded at the age of 2 by a fever, but
nevertheless published many poems and dramas. The date of his death is unknown.
Presumably he was still alive when Uma poeta nonagenario despedindo-se da sua musa e
cantando a sua vida was published in Porto, 1883.
❊ Innocêncio does not mention this work, but at I, 163 lists A deplorada morte do
nosso verdadeiro pae, Imperador, e Rei o senhor D. João VI, elegia (Porto, Typ. da Viuva Alvares Ribeiro & Filhos, 1826), with 4 pp., in versos soltos; see also VIII, 186; XX, 238; XXII,
293. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, at the Biblioteca Nacional de
Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

BOUND WITH:

MELLO, Antonio Joaquim de Mesquita e, and José Agostinho de
Macedo. Fair copies [?] of two letters in ink, on paper, in Portuguese.
Large 4º (25 x 20 cm.), stitched to the preceding item. Both letters written
in ink, in the same small, very legible hand. Light browning. Overall
very good to fine. (2 ll., , the first letter on recto and verso, the second
on recto only).
In the first letter, dated 8 April 1826, José Agostinho de Macedo writes to Mesquita
e Mello to acknowledge receipt of an Elegia, another poem written by Mesquita e Mello
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following the death of D. João VI. Macedo hails Mesquita e Mello’s Elegia as “excellente, e mui judicioza e sublime” and compares its author to the great blind poets such
as Homer and La Moth. Macedo had been asked to speak a funeral oration for D. João,
and promised to send a copy of the oration to Mesquita e Mello.
In the second letter, dated 14 April 1826, Mesquita e Mello calls Macedo “o maior
sabio de huma Nação” and “o esmalto de Literatura Portuguesa.”
José Agostinho de Macedo (1761-1831) was a prolific writer of prose and verse, best
known for his pamphleteering: “Ponderous and angry like a lesser Samuel Johnson, he
bullies and crushes his opponents in the raciest vernacular … his idiomatic and vigorous prose will always be read with pleasure” (Bell, Portuguese Literature p. 282). Macedo
was also well known for his arrogance in literary matters: he condemned as worthless
Homer’s poems, which he had never read in the original, and believed his own epic
Gama, 1811 (reworked and published as O Oriente, 1814), could have taught Camões
how Os Lusiadas should have been written. Toward the end of his life Macedo became
Court preacher and chronicler, and a friend of D. Miguel.

Death in a Barrel

216. [MELLO (or Melo), António Joaquim de Mesquita e, possible
author]. Morte e enterramento de Jorge Solla de Sequeira Bacalhão, e a oração
funebre que em suas exequias recitou o Empilhador Pascoal Bailão. [Colophon]
Porto: Na Typografia á Praça de S. Thereza, 1825. 4°, much later plain
gray wrappers (slightly faded at edges). Woodcut above caption title:
a man in a half-barrel reaches his arms toward a codfish (?) on an altar
(?). Light browning. Lower margin trimmed close. Small tissue repair
to last 3 leaves, with loss of 3-4 letters per page. In good condition, if
just barely. On front flyleaf, a five-line pencil note on the content, with
bibliographical reference. 8 pp.		 $300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this apparently fictional, satirical account of the death
and funeral obsequies for one Jorge Solla de Sequeira Bacalhão, who is shown above the
caption title in a half-barrel. It includes references to the zodiac, incompetent physicians
and agoa-ardente, the funeral procession, and the oration (pp. 4-8).
The penciled note on the flyleaf in a mid-twentieth-century hand suggests that the
author may have been António Joaquim de Mesquita e Mello (1792?-1884?), a native of
Porto. He was blinded by a fever at age 2, but nevertheless published many poems and
dramas. The date of his death is unknown. He may have still been alive when Um poeta
nonagenario despedindo-se da sua musa e cantando a sua vida was published in Porto, 1883.

❊ For António Joaquim de Mesquita e Mello, see Innocêncio I, 162-3; VIII, 186-7;
this work not listed. Not in Barata & Pericão, Catálogo da literatura de cordel: Colecção
Jorge de Faria. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional
de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the copy
cited by Porbase.
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Author’s Dated Presentation Inscription to the Conde da Praia e Monforte,
To Whom One of the Poems Is Dedicated

*217. MELLO, Candido de. Volitos. Preface by Mendo Bem. Angra do
Heroismo: Minerva—Manuel de Sousa Ribeiro, 1901. Tall 12º, original
buff printed wrappers, illustrated with small images of a bird and a bat;
griffin within typographical ornaments on back cover. Nicely printed,
with typographical headpieces and other ornaments throughout. Lithograph frontisportrait of the author. In fine condition. Author’s dated
seven-line presentation inscription on half-title: “Ao Illmº Exmº Sr. //
Marquez da Praia de [sic] Monforte // um documento de respeito //
off.ª // Angra do Heroismo // 18-2-902 // O Autor”. Penciled shelfmark of the library of the Marqueses da Praia e Monforte in upper outer
corner of recto of initial front free endleaf. 2 blank ll., frontisportrait,
97, (1) pp., (2 ll., 1 blank l.).		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? The book is dedicated to Queen D. Maria Amélia de
Orleans, wife of D. Carlos I of Portugal, daughter of the Count of Paris and mother of D.
Manuel II; a sonnet is addressed to her. There are also sonnets on the death of D. Luiz I,
Combate da Praia da Victoria, the Jardim Publico d’Angra, D. Sebastião, and Caida da
Praia da Victoria. The sonnet “Ante um Crucifico” is dedicated to the Marques da Praia
de [sic] Monforte, to whom this copy is inscribed; the upper outer corner of the leaf with
the dedication is turned down.
Provenance: António Borges de Medeiros Dias da Câmara e Sousa (Ponta Delgada,
São José, 1829-Lisbon, 1913), 2.º Visconde da Praia, 1.º Conde da Praia e Monforte e 1.º
Marquês da Praia e Monforte, was a great landed agricultural magnate and political figure.
A typical enlightened, liberal aristocrat, he and his family formed a significant library,
supported cultural projects, and patronized a number of authors, especially in the Açores.
❊ Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, in the Biblioteca Tomás
Ribeiro-Câmara Municipal de Tondela. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched)
locates on the copy cited by Porbase. Not located in Hollis. Not located in Orbis.

*218. MELLO [or Melo], João Pacheco de. Resposta ao avizo que o desembargador Roque Francisco Furtado de Mello fez publicar em 4 de Março do
corrente anno de 1822 no Astro da Lusitania N.º 22, e ao seu folheto intitulado: Exposição justificativa, sobre o despacho intempestivo da regencia, que
o aposentou. Lisbon: Impressão Liberal, 1822. 4°, contemporary plain
wrappers (somewhat soiled, two small holes caused by tears to front
cover, spine backed). Printer’s name within laurel branches. Small
dampstain at inner margin of title page and following leaf. Overall in
very good condition. 29 pp., (1 leaf errata).		 $350.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Roque Francisco Furtado de Mello had been removed
from his duties as a desembargador at Porto, largely on the basis of a dispatch written by
João Pacheco de Mello. He had defended himself in the newspaper Astro da Lusitania and
in a pamphlet, Exposição justificativa …, in which he protested his innocence of charges
that he had been a corrupt magistrate during his 9-year tenure (1806-1815) as juiz de
fora on the island of São Miguel in the Açores. Pacheco de Melo (“da Ilha da Madeira,”
according to the title page) replies, providing details of alleged corruption in Ponta
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Delgada, Vila da Lagoa and Ribeira Grande. Among other malfeasance, João Pacheco
de Mello accuses Roque Francisco de Mello of stealing 5% of the income intended for
orphans in Ponta Delgada.
❊ Canto, Bibliotheca açoriana 1157 (calling for 29 pp. only). Canto, Inventário 2479
(collation not given). Not located in Innocêncio; on the Exposição justificativa, see VII,
187. Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira. Not located in
OCLC. Porbase locates two copies, both in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (without
mention of the errata leaf). Not located in Jisc.

What’s Going Wrong in the Military School?

219. MELLO, Luís José de. Causas da excentricidade dos resultados da Escola
do Exercito no anno lectivo de 1848-1849, por .... Lisbon: Typographia do
Jardim das Damas, 1849. Large 8°, early plain pink wrappers (lightly
soiled). Light marginal stains. In good to very good condition. Old oval
paper tag, white with blue border and manuscript ink “48” [shelfmark?]
on front wrapper. 29 pp., (1 l. errata).		 $400.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The author, an alumnus of the Escola do Exército, seeks
to explain recent erratic results at the school by analyzing the strengths and flaws of the
school’s professors and courses.
Luis José de Mello was born in Bardés, Portuguese India, and graduated with honors from the Escola Polytechnica and the Escola do Exército in Lisbon. As a captain of
infantry, he returned to India to teach at the newly established Aula de Física, Química,
e História Natural. He died at Goa in 1858.
❊ Innocêncio XVI, 42. Martins de Carvalho, Dicionário bibliográfico militar portugues
(1979) II, 499. Costa, Dicionário de literatura goesa, II, 272. Not located in OCLC. Porbase
locates a single copy, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51
databases searched) locates only the copy cited by Porbase.

220. MELLO [e Silva], J.[osé] A.[ugusto] Cabral de. Ode a um pecegueiro.
No dia 9 de Julho de 1851. Anniversario d’aquelle em que o autor, no anno
de 1809, começou servir o estado na Secretaria do Governo-Geral dos Açores.
Angra do Heroísmo: Typog. de J.J. Soares, 1851. Small 8°, stitched. Faint
discoloration at inner and upper edges of title page. In very good condition. Inscribed by author upper blank margin of title page in pencil:
“Offº—por J.A. Cabral de Mello—4, 10, 69”. 8 pp.		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The author (1793-1871), a native of Angra, was a noted
Romantic poet and calligrapher. He rose through the ranks in the Secretaria do Governo
Geral dos Açores to become Secretário Geral.
❊ Innocêncio IV, 251; XII, 243. Not in Canto, Bibliotheca açoriana; see items 1581-99
and volume II items 1256-62 for other works by this author. Not in Canto, Inventario. See
Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, I, 622. Not located in NUC. Not located in
OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located
in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the copy cited by Porbase.
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Events in Braga, 1807-1808

*221. Memorias de Braga, ou relação historica e politica dos principaes
successos acontecidos em Braga, desde o embarque do Principe Regente Nosso
Senhor para o Rio de Janeiro, até a feliz restauração de seu legitimo governo.
Lisbon: Na Impressam Regia, 1809. 4°, contemporary orange wrappers (a bit soiled, with some small scrape marks, slight wear to spine
at head, about 3 cm. split to spine at foot). Woodcut Portuguese royal
arms on title page. Overall in very good condition. Contemporary ink
inscription “N.º 18” on front wrapper and in upper blank margin of
title page. Old (contemporary?) ink inscription smudged by dampstain
in lower blank margin of title page. Small old oval stamp with letter
“L.” on title page. 32 pp.		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Account of events in Braga from the departure of
the Portuguese royal family and court from Lisbon for Rio de Janeiro on 29 November
1807, through July 1808. The pamphlet attests to Braga’s loyalty to the Portuguese crown
during this first phase of the French invasion and justifies the actions of the Junta do
Governo de Braga.
❊ Ayres Magalhães de Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular II,
318. Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira, p. 174. Portugal da
revolução francesa ao liberalismo, p. 137. Not located in Innocêncio. Not located in OCLC.
Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (44 datebases searched).

Archduke Charles of Austria Arrives in Lisbon

222. MENDONÇA, Miguel da Cunha de. Glosa encomiastica a Magestade d’ElRey D. Pedro II. Nosso Senhor, offerecida na entrada felicissima de S.
Magestade Catholica ao Excellentissimo Senhor Almirante de Castella. Lisbon:
na Officina de Valentim da Costa Deslandes, 1704. 4°, disbound. Woodcut vignette on title page. Woodcut headpiece and initial and elegant
7-line high initial of p. 3. Typographical headpieces and divider. Small
woodcut initial and tailpiece. Old manuscript foliation. Clean and crisp.
Overall in good to very good condition. 14 pp.		 $250.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of the author’s first published work, apparently celebrating the arrival in Lisbon of one of the contenders in the War of the Spanish Succession.
The four-page dedication to the seventh Duque de Medina do Rio-Seco is followed by
a sonnet praising the martial spirit of D. Pedro II, King of Portugal 1683-1706. A poetic
glosa follows, with one stanza elaborating on each of the sonnet’s 14 lines. The poetry is
in Spanish, while the rest of the pamphlet is in Portuguese.
In September 1703, Archduke Charles of Austria was acclaimed D. Carlos III of Spain
at Vienna. A few months later, D. Pedro formed a military alliance with Great Britain and
Austria aimed at invading Spain. D. Carlos (now styled “S. Magestade Catholica,” as in
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the title here) arrived in Lisbon in March, and Portuguese and English generals planned
an invasion of Spain from the frontier at Beira. D. Pedro and D. Carlos unsuccessfully
attacked Ciudad Rodrigo that September; then both returned to Lisbon. The following
year, D. Carlos changed his tactics, sailing on an English fleet to Catalunya.
The dedicatee, Juan Tomás Enríquez de Cabrera y Ponce de Leon (1646-1705), was
the eleventh (and final) hereditary Admiral of Castile; he also served D. Carlos II of
Spain as governor of the Duchy of Milan (1678-1686), viceroy of Catalunya (1688), and
ambassador to Rome and France. During the War of the Spanish Succession, the Duke
sided with D. Carlos (a Habsburg) rather than the future Philip V (the Bourbon claimant),
and was exiled from Spain. He served as a field marshal of the Holy Roman Emperor
in 1705, and died at Estremoz.
Cunha de Mendonça was born in Lisbon and is believed to have died at the age of
32. Garcia Peres notes that he also wrote La adoracion de los Magos, an auto cómico published
Lisbon, 1708, and left some unpublished works.
❊ Barbosa Machado III, 472-3. Coimbra, Miscelâneas 416, 6721; 511, 8653; 740, 12603.
Garcia Peres, Catálogo razonado biográfico y bibliográfico de los autores portugueses que escribieron en castellano, p. 151. Author not located in Innocêncio. Not in Azevedo-Samodães,
Ameal, Avila-Perez or Monteverde. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase
locates only one copy, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

Advocates Founding of a Society to Study Agronomy and Economy
In Ponte de Lima

223. MENDOZA, D. Santiago Garcia de. Memoria offerecida A IIIm.a
Camara Municipal, e Habitantes do concêlho de Ponte do Lima por .... Braga:
Typographia Lusitana, 1867. Large 8°, original printed green wrappers.
Wood-engraved vignette of a woman holding a caduceus, flanked by a
plow and a cornucopia. on front wrapper and title page In fine condition. Old ink signature on front wrapper (“Maciel”). 36 pp.		 $250.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Garcia de Mendoza advises the Camara Municipal of
his adopted home town that a society to study agronomy and economy should be formed
in Ponte de Lima, on the model of the societies that had been founded in the eighteenth
century. He includes on pp. 19-36 a complete copy of the statutes of the Antiga Sociedade
Economica of Ponte de Lima, written in 1780.
Santiago Garcia de Mendoza (b. 1821), a native of Simancas, came to Portugal in
1846 and took part in the Maria da Fonte movement. He settled with his wife in Ponte
de Lima, where he studied Portuguese literature and wrote in Portuguese. In Marseilles,
he served as consul of Portugal in 1876.
❊ Innocêncio XIX, 7 and 353. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not
located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).
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Emperor of Brazil’s Copy
Portuguese Army Just Before the Peninsular War

224. [MENEZES, José Narciso de Magalhaens de]. Ordens instructivas, e
económicas para o primeiro regimento de infantaria, da Cidade do Porto, sendo
chefe deste corpo …. Porto: Na Typ. de Antonio Alvarez Ribeiro, 1799. 12°,
contemporary crimson morocco (slight wear to one corner and outer
edge of rear cover), gilt floral ornament at center of cover, roll-tooled
edge with a vase in each corner, smooth spine with gilt bands, edges of
covers gilt, all text block edges gilt, marbled endleaves. Clean and crisp.
In very good to fine condition. From the library of D. Pedro I, Emperor
of Brazil, with his stamp in blank portion of title page: “Bibliotecas de
S. Mage. Imp. e Real.” (6 ll.), 136 pp.		 $3,000.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION, with comments on the recruiting, provisioning, arming,
training, fitness, and discipline of soldiers: an interesting look at the Portuguese army
shortly before the Peninsular War. The author (d. 1810) was at this time a field marshal
in Porto; later he was named governor of Pará and Rio Negro and organized the 1809
expedition that captured French Guiana.
❊ Martins de Carvalho, Dicionário bibliográfico militar português (1979) II, 531. Not in
Innocêncio. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, in
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (with an errata leaf not in the present copy, and not
in a previous copy we handled which also came from the library of D. Pedro I, Emperor
of Brazil). Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the copy cited
by Porbase. Not located in Hollis. Not located in Orbis.

Portuguese Army Just Before the Peninsular War

225. [MENEZES, José Narciso de Magalhaens de]. Ordens instructivas,
e económicas para o primeiro regimento de infantaria, da Cidade do Porto,
sendo chefe deste corpo …. Porto: Na Typ. de Antonio Alvarez Ribeiro,
1799. 12°, disbound. Small woodcut vignette of a crown on title page.
Typographical headpiece on p. [1]. Some toning. In good to very good
condition. Old ink manuscript pagination in upper outer corners of all
pages (“305-450”). (5 ll.), 136 pp. Lacking the half title.		 $300.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION, with comments on the recruiting, provisioning, arming,
training, fitness, and discipline of soldiers: an interesting look at the Portuguese army
shortly before the Peninsular War. The author (d. 1810) was at this time a field marshal
in Porto; later he was named governor of Pará and Rio Negro and organized the 1809
expedition that captured French Guiana.
❊ Martins de Carvalho, Dicionário bibliográfico militar português (1979) II, 531. Not
located in Innocêncio. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single
copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (with an errata leaf not in the present copy,
and not present in a previous copy we handled which came from the library of D. Pedro
I, Emperor of Brazil). Not located in Jisc.
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Mining and the Sale of Gold and Silver

226. [MEXICO]. Don Francisco Xavier Venegas de Saavedra …Virey, Gobernador y Capitan General de esta N.E.... Las Córtes generales y extraordinarias
atendiendo á las ventajas que resultarán de permitir á la Provincia de Santa
Marta y demas paises de ultramár que disfrutan la gracia de comerciar con
las Colonias amigas, la exportacion del oro y de la plata, decretan .... Mexico:
n.pr., 15 December 1812. Broadside (43 x 29 cm.), disbound. Fold lines,
left margin a bit tattered. Overall good. Venegas’ rubric and signature
(of another official?) at foot.		 $1,500.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The Viceroy and Captain-General of New Spain, D.
Francisco Xavier Venegas de Saavedra, disseminates a decree of 22 December 1811 by
the Consejo de Regencia on behalf of D. Fernando VII, regarding the mining of gold and
silver in the province of Santa Marta, and the sale of gold and silver to Spanish colonies
in the Americas; “La resolución contenida en los artículos precedentes se entenderá con
calidad de temporal, y hasta tanto que se arregle el comercio en general.”
The decree came ten days after Venegas had suspended the Constitution of 1812,
whose proclamation in September had caused great disruption in the capital. Venegas
was recalled to Spain in February 1813.
❊ Not in Medina, Mexico (cf. nos. 10818-9). Not in Gonzalvez del Cossio, Cien
adiciones or 510 Adiciones. Not in Sutro Collection. Not located in NUC. Not located in
OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located in Rebiun. Not located in University of Texas
at Austin online catalog.

227. MEYERBEER, Giacomo. [Libretto by Eugène Scribe and Casimir Delavigne]. Roberto do Diabo. Opera em 5 actos. Lisbon: a venda na
typographia, calçada do Sacramento, 38, 1877. Argumentos de Operas
Italianas. 8°, later beige wrappers. Includes dramatis personae, without
the actors’ names. Slight foxing. 13 pp., (1 l. advertisement).
$75.00

The wildly successful Robert le Diable, first performed in Paris, 1831, is considered
one of the earliest examples of grand opera, with dramatic music, a melodramatic plot,
and sumptuous staging. Although little known today, during the 1830s and 1840s Meyerbeer (1791-1864) was the most famous and successful composer and producer of opera
in Europe. This volume includes the argument only of the opera, with an advertisement
for similar volumes for 37 other operas, including Baile de mascaras, Lucia de Lammermoor,
and Trovador.
❊ Not in Biblioteca de Ajuda, Catálogo de libretos. Not located in OCLC.
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228. MICHILES, José Bernardo. Breve expoziçao dos trabalhos montanisticos …. Lisbon: Na Officina de Desiderio Marques Leão, 1827.
4°, contemporary blue-grey wrappers. In fine condition. A few neat
contemporary ink annotations [by the author (?); these annotations,
in the same hand, have been present in all other copies we have seen].
14 pp., 1 folding table.		 $400.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The work consists mainly of six documents relating to
the author’s work of evaluating Portuguese mines. The author was a lieutenant colonial
of artillery, and had served in Pernambuco. The the second document, a folding table, is
a “Mappa” [i.e. table] of 447 mines said to exist in Portugal, with the mines differentiated
by product mined (a total of 39 different materials, including gold, silver, copper, lead,
mercury, iron, zinc, cobalt, coal, coral, marble, amber, etc.), and by province. There are a
number of references to the Barão Eschwege, who had been appointed Intendente Geral
das Minas e Metais by D. João VI in 1824, a post he held until 1829, when he returned to
Germany rather than serve under D. Miguel.
❊ Innocêncio XII, 260. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, in the
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. Not located in Library of Congress
Online Catalog. Not located in Newberry Library online catalog. Not located in Catnyp.
Not located in Hollis. Not located in Orbis. Not located in Melvyl.

Military Instructions, Plus Music for Cornet

229. [MILITARY]. Reglamento de tactica elementar para o ensino e exercicio
da infanteria. Anno de 1841. Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional, 1847. 16° (in 8s),
disbound, stitching loosening. Small wood-engraved arms of Portugal
on title page. Diagrams in text. Final section of 22 pp. is music. First leaf
tearing at gutter. Light browning. In good condition. Old blue-bordered
oval paper tag with manuscript shelfmark in ink (“14”). 114 pp., 5 plates
with diagrams, (1 l. errata), 22 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $250.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? We have found no other copy of this or any other edition of the work. It offers extensive, densely printed instructions for light infantry, with
five diagrams and 22 pages of music (toques de corneta).
❊ Not in Martins de Carvalho, Diccionario bibliographico militar portuguez (1891).
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK
(51 databases searched).
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230. MIRANDA, J.C. de. Dissertação historico-juridica em defeza dos
povos do extincto almoxarifado d’Eixo nas causas de fóros e rações, que lhes
move a Serenissima Casa de Bragança; composta e offerecida aos foreiros
…. Porto: Typographia Commercial, 1866. 8°, modern navy quarter
pebbled cloth over faux reptilian paper boards, decorated endleaves,
contemorary plain beige wrappers bound in. Partly unopened. Occasional light foxing. Small stain to title page. Overall in good to very
good condition. 191 pp.		
$25.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. This legal dissertation contesting claims made by
the administrators of the Casa da Bragança contains much historical and genealogical
information concerning the later middle ages.

❊ Innocêncio XII, 284 (calling for a final leaf with “indice e errata”): “Sob o ponto
de vista juridico, tem sido bem apreciada pelos competentes.” Not located in NUC. Not
located in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies, both in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (calls for a final leaf not present in our copy). Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases
searched) locates only the copies cited by Porbase.

Poetry on Patriotic Themes

231. Miscellanea Curioza, e agradavel pela sua variedade jovial e seria.
Promessas de Jesus Christo, ao Senhor D. Affonço Henriques, Primeiro Rei
de Portugal. Elogio aos Senhores Generaes do Exercito Portuguez, e Britanico
nas gloriozas Victorias, que tem tido; com especialidade ao Excellentissimo
Senhor Lord, General em Chefe. Quadras com sublimes Pensamentos Joviaes,
e Serios. Lisbon: Na Offic. de Joaquim Rodrigues d’Andrade, 1814.
8°, disbound. Uncut and mostly unopened. Minor soiling and a few
pencil scribbles on title page. Overall in good to very good condition.
Octagonal paper tag on title page with blue border and ink manuscript
“4” at center. 32 pp.		 $200.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this collection of poetry on patriotic themes, which
includes some explicit references to the Peninsular War. On p. 12, for example, is a sonnet “Ao General Massena vindo à Conquista de Portugal com grande Exercito.” At the
beginning is a sonnet on the entrance of the victorious allied armies into Paris.

❊ Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira, p. 177. Not located
in Innocêncio or in Ayres Magalhães de Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. CCPBE locates a single copy, and
the Biblioteca General-Universidad de Sevilla. Rebiun repeats Universidad de Sevilla,
and adds Universidad Complutense de Madrid. Not located in Jisc.
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232. MONTEIRO, Domingos Jacy. Theses sobre tres pontos sorteados para
o doutorado em medicina sustentadas no dia 19 de dezembro de 1853 …. Rio
de Janeiro: Typographia de F.A. de Almeida, 1854. 4°, late twentiethcentury navy half sheep over lighter blue buckram, spine gilt with two
raised bands (near head and foot) in three compartments, medium blue
endleaves. Woodcut vignette on title page. Slight browning and spotting. Two marginal repairs, without loss. Overall in good condition.
Small library label of Prof. C. Sacadura on title-page (early twentieth
century?). Some contemporary manuscript corrections to text. (2 ll.),
iii, (1), 56 pp., lacking pp. 49-52.		$60.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The first question had to do with the fertilization of
plants, the second with the physiological and therapeutic effects of arsenic, the third
with ototomy. The missing pages are in the section on arsenic.

❊ Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto.
Not in Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da Colecção Portuguesa. Not located in
NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
National Library of Medicine’s LocatorPlus.

Student Critiques Lisbon’s School of Medicine

233. MONTEIRO, João Franco. Mais factos para a vida moral. Da Eschola
Medico-Cirurgica de Lisboa. Exposição que faz ao publico. Lisbon: Typographia de J.B. de A. Gouvea, 1842? 4°, contemporary plain beige wrappers (manuscript author and title on front wrapper). Light stains. In
very good condition. Signed by the author on the title-page and with
a note in the author’s hand at foot of p. 29: “Fui [illegible] no dia 19 do
Cor.te.” Small oblong white paper ticket with salmon border and serrated edges with apparent inventory number, date and shelf location
supplied in manuscript (“1251 // 7/v/931 b // E”), in upper inner
corner of front wrapper recto. 29 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $150.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this critique of some of the faculty at the School of
Medicine in Lisbon, with an account of the administration’s actions concerning them.
The author was apparently a student at the school.

❊ Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa II, 284. Not in
Innocêncio; see X, 265 for another work by the author. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo
da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. NUC: DNLM. Not located in OCLC.
Porbase locates only one copy, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

234. MONTEIRO, Mário. A carta d’alforria. (A “farça” a recepção dos
novatos). Coimbra: Lit. Typ. Correa Cardoso, 1905. 8°, contemporary
plain green wrappers (somewhat faded), red-bordered paper tag on
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upper left corner of front wrapper. Light browning. Overall in very
good condition. Unidentified peach and white paper shelf ticket with
“4161D” in manuscript at upper outer corner of front wrapper. (2 ll.),
46 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $150.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Protests the humiliating treatment of freshmen at the
University of Coimbra. Monteiro, a lawyer, poet, novelist and dramatist, was forced to
live in Brazil for some years because of his outspoken political views.

❊ On the author, see Grande enciclopedia XVII, 732 (without mention of this work).
Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase cites a single copy in the Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

Parade-Ground Directions for the Portuguese Army

235. MOREIRA, J.J. Direcções para a continencia de general, e marcha em
revista .... [Lisbon?]: Impressa por Antonio Nunes dos Santos, Impressor
do Quartel General, ca. 1813?. 12°, contemporary stiff light blue boards
decorated with navy spots (minor wear). Small light dampstain in outer
margin of leaf A5. Printed on excellent quality thick paper. In very
good to fine condition Signature [later?] “Conde do Bomfim” on front
pastedown, with square paper shelf ticket of the Condes do Bomfim
in upper outer corner. 31 pp., 2 folding plates.		 $800.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION [?] of this rare resumé of Marshal Beresford’s instructions to the Portuguese army on parade-ground maneuvers. The 2 folding plates show
the troops in formation and direct movements of the various sections. The author was
a lieutenant in the Regiment of Voluntários Reais das Milícias de Lisboa Oriental. He
appears to have been posted to the secretariat of the general staff of Marshal Bersford’s
headquarters. Porbase cites eight titles printed by António Nunes dos Santos, ranging
from 1809 to 1822. Three deal with Ordens do dia by Beresford ranging from 1809 to
1815, one is an Ordem do dia by the Ministério do Exército dated 1809, while one is an
Almanak militar printed in 1809. The other three appear to be literatura de cordel, an
Auto and a Farsa, dated 1820 and a Testamento dated 1822.
Provenance: The first Conde de Bomfim, José Lucio Travassos Valdez (1787-1862),
served in the Peninsular Wars and was in charge of putting down both the rebellion
under the Conde de Amarante in 1823 and the Miguelist insurrection in Tras-os-Montes a
few years later. He was governor of Madeira and served with Costa Cabral and Rodrigo
da Fonseca on the Conselho. When the Maria da Fonte movement broke out he was
named commander of the government forces in the south, but having been captured
in late 1846 by the Duque de Saldanha, was deported along with his two eldest sons to
Angola for the duration of the war. Travassos Valdez’s oldest son, José Bento Travassos
Valdez, succeeded to the title. The third Conde, José Lucio Travassos Valdez (1841-1926)
had been born in Luanda. For the bookplate, see Avelar Duarte, Ex-libris portugueses
heráldicos p. 275 (nº 770).
❊ Martins de Carvalho, Dicionário bibliográfico militar português (1979) II, 575. Not in
Innocêncio or Ayres Magalhães de Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular.
Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.
Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).
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Eulogy for a Direct Descendent of the Original Donatario of
The Island of Madeira

236. MOREIRA, P.M. Hippolyto, S.J. Oração funebre nas exequias do
Excellentissimo Senhor Conde de Calheta, Affonso de Vasconcellos e Sousa,
celebradas na Real Igreja de Nossa Senhora da Conceiçam dos Freires da
Ordem de Christo, pela Irmandade da mesma Senhora, da qual o Excellentissimo Conde fora Juiz Perpetuo ... oferecida á Excellentissima Senhora Pelagia
Sofronia de Rohan, Princeza Estrangeira de França, por Caetano Rodrigues
Pereira, escrivão da mesma Irmandade, disse-a ... 25 de Fevereiro de 1734 ....
Lisboa Occidental: Na Officina de Joseph Antonio da Sylva, 1734. 4°,
disbound. Woodcut headpieces and initials. Clean and crisp. In very
good condition. (8 ll.), 31 pp.		 $300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this eulogy of the fifth Conde de Calheta (1664-1734),
the son of the third Conde de Castelo Melhor. His second marriage (1695) was to Emilie
Sophronie Pelagie de Rohan, by whom he had 11 children. He was directly descended
from Simão Gonçalves da Câmara, one of the original donatarios of the island of Madeira,
and still held that title in the eighteenth century. The title of count was granted to the
family in 1576, after one of its members accompanied D. Sebastião to Africa.

❊ Not in Innocêncio. Not in Backer-Sommervogel. Not located in NUC. Not located
in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies, both at the Biblioteca João Paulo II-Universidade
Católica Portuguesa, but with only 7 preliminary leaves. Not located in Jisc.

Comets are Natural Phenomena

237. [MORGANTI, Bento]. Breve discurso sobre os cometas, em que se
mostra a sua natureza, a duração do tempo da sua apparição, sua nenhuma
influencia sobre o mundo, e nos diverso acontecimentos que no mesmo se
observão. Lisbon: Na Impressão Regia, 1818. 8°, recent buckram, in
a blue morocco folding case by Invicta, lined with marbled paper.
Woodcut on title-page depicting the Sun, Earth, and four comets (or
possibly a single comet in orbit around the sun, at four positions). In
very good condition. Color abstract pictorial bookplate of Joaquim
Pessoa. 31 pp.		 $500.00
Second edition? The work was first published in 1757 to counter rumors that a
comet would predict a major disaster or disasters; the case of the Lisbon earthquake of
1755 is discussed (p. 28). The work explains that comets are natural phenomena, giving
a good idea in lay terms of their astronomical significance, and explains that they have
no influence on earthly events. Halley’s Comet duly appeared in 1759. The printing of a
second edition in 1818 coincided with the appearance of a different comet, and was also
meant to quiet rumors of impending doom.
Morganti was born in Rome in 1709, had a degree in canon law from Coimbra and
was a secular presbyter. He had a benefice at the Basilica de Santa Maria.
Provenance: Joaquim [Maria] Pessoa (b. 1948), poet, artist, publicist, student of Portuguese pre-history, and book collector, was the author or co-author of many Portuguese
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television programs, and for six years (1988-1994) was director of the Sociedade Portuguesa
de Autores. He also founded the artistic cooperative Toma Lá Disco, with Ary dos Santos,
Fernando Tordo, Carlos Mendes, Paulo de Carvalho and Luiz Villas-Boas, among others.
See Álvaro Manuel Machado in Machado, ed., Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, p. 379.
❊ This edition not in Innocêncio (see I, 350 for the 1757 edition). Not located in
Houzeau & Lancaster. Not located in OCLC. Porbase cites a single copy of this edition
in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, as well as three copies of the original edition at
the same institution. Not located in Jisc. This edition not in Hollis, which lists the 1757
edition. Not in Orbis. Not in Melvyl. Not in Llibrary of Congress online catalog. Not in
Josiah. Not in Catnyp.

Unrecorded Patriotic Poems by a Female Author

238. Mote. He melhor que ser Rei ser vossa Gente. Glosa. Sexta vez se proclama
aos Portuguezes .... N.p.: n.pr., n.d. [1808?]. 4°, unbound (reinforced at
left side with stitched-on strip of paper). In very good condition. One
unnumbered leaf, printed both sides.		 $150.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? A printed note at the top of the page states, “Tendo-se
remettido varios Sonetos Anonymos ao A. da Sexta Falla aos Portuguezes, glosando o
ultimo Verso, com que ella termina, se escolherão para se publicar os dois seguintes.”
Each poem begins with the motto “He melhor que ser Rei ser vossa Gente,” followed by
a 14-line Glosa. One side is signed “De huma Dama Patriota,” the other “De hum Patriota
Lisbonense.” The text mentions the Prince Regent and the French invasion.
❊ Not in Ayres Magalhães de Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular. Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira. Not in Fonseca,
Pseudónimos. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

239. MOURA, José Diniz da Graça Motta e. Saudosa recordação de um
amigo: dedicada a infausta morte do Rdo. P. Antonio Pestana e Sousa, ultimo
Vigario d’Amieira. Coimbra: Trovão e Companhia, 1841. 8°, early plain
green wrappers (one short tear; fading). Small wood-engraved ornament
on title page. Light browning. In very good condition. Blue-bordered
oval paper tag at upper inner corner of front wrapper with manuscript
ink shelfmark (“15”). 16 pp.		
$50.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this eulogy of P. Antonio Pestana e Sousa, vicar of
Amieira. The author praises Amieira, a town in Évora province, near the Spanish border, and then gives a brief biography of Sousa. Since the building of the Alqueva Dam
in the early twenty-first century, Amieira has been best known for its excellent marina
facilities on the reservoir.
José Diniz da Graça Motta e Moura, a native of Niza in the Alemtejo, graduated from
Coimbra in 1839. The only work by him listed in Innocêncio is a play, Julio e Carolina, 1839.

❊ Not in Innocêncio; on the author, see IV, 306. Not located in NUC. Not located in
OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).
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240. MOUSSORGSKY, M. Boris Godounov. Drame musical. Version
française de MM. Delines et Louis Laloy. Paris: W. Bessel & Cie, 1922?. 8°,
original pale gray printed wrappers. In very good condition. 72 pp.		
		$80.00
Later edition of the French version of Moussorgsky’s opera. A note on page with the
cast list indicates that this version was presented for the first time at the Théâtre National
de l’Opéra on March 8, 1922, directed by M. J. Rouché. The opera was completed in 1869,
with a revised version in 1872, which was first performed in St. Petersburg in 1874. The
earliest French edition listed in OCLC dates to 1908.
❊ Not located in OCLC.

Gives Ranks of New Naval Officers
As Well as Newly Retired Officers

241. [NAVAL]. Relação dos officiaes do Corpo da Armada Real, que Sua
Magestade manda passar para a Primeira Plana da Corte nos Póstos, e seus
competentes soldos abaixo declarados. (Lisbon): [Colophon]: Na Officina de Antonio Rodrigues Galhardo, (1790). Folio (29.5 x 20.5 cm.),
disbound. Large woodcut royal Portuguese arms on first leaf recto
above caption title. Lightly dampstained at foot. A few small, very
minor wormholes in blank margins, never affecting text. Overall in
good condition. (2 ll.).		 $200.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Gives ranks of new naval officers, as well as newly
retired officers, with their retirement ranks and pensions. Signed in print by Martinho
de Mello e Castro, 4 January 1790.
❊ Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK (51 databases searched).

Rare Survival: Nazi Propaganda Published in Lisbon

242. [NAZI PROPAGANDA]. Serviço de Informação da Legação da Alemanha. Boletim semanal. 23 bulletins issued by the Information Service of
the German Legation in Lisbon. 23 bulletins. Lisbon: German Legation,
1 July 1944 to 31 March 1945. Small folio (various sizes, from 30 x 21.5
cm. to 27.6 x 20.2 cm.), unbound. Some browning, but not brittle. Good
to very good condition. 4 pp. each, some with half-tone photographs.		
23 bulletins. $900.00
Extremely rare survival of Nazi propaganda published in Lisbon. During the final
stages of World War II, these papers issued by the German Legation in Lisbon recount
dissent among the Allies, contradictory reports of damage to the Germans and Japanese
(suggesting that all such reports are mere propaganda), stories about the V1 bomb,
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submarines, violations of neutral countries, Communist Russia, Winston Churchill,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and much more. Included are photographs of German civilians
killed by Allied bombing (“Mulheres, velhos e crianças assassinadas pelos bombardeiros
terroristas anglo-americanos”) and cathedrals and other landmarks engulfed in flames
after air raids. We have been unable to determine how many of these bulletins were issued.
❊ Not in Union List of Serials. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates runs from 18 June
1942 to 12 June 1943 in the Biblioteca Municipal do Porto, and the Biblioteca Nacional
de Portugal (2), as well as an issue of 20 March, 1943 at the Universidade dos Açores
and the Biblioteca Geral da Universidade de Coimbra. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK-World or European Library. Not located in Hollis or Orbis. Not located in Melvyl.

Society for the Propagation of the Faith

243. Novena do glorioso S. Francisco Xavier, apostolo das Indias e Padroeiro
da Associação da Propagação da Fé; a cujos membros a offerece um Indigno
devoto do mesmo Sancto. Porto: Typographia Commercial Portuense, 1843.
Tall 12º, traces of early brown front wrapper, rear wrapper present. Small
wood-engraving of a cross in front of a rising sun (?) on title page. Two
wood-engraved ornaments as tailpieces (chalices), two typographical
ornaments as tailpieces. Partly unopened. Foxing, mostly light, but
somewhat heavier on title page. In good condition. 48 pp.		 $100.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION [?] of this novena to St. Francis Xavier as patron of
the the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, founded in Lyon, France, in 1822, by
Venerable Pauline Jaricot. The Society received the blessing of Pope Pius VII in 1823. The
Society’s aim was to help Catholic missionaries worldwide (except those in countries
where Catholics are the majority) via prayers and alms.
❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates
only the copy cited by Porbase.

Almanac with Rhymes on the Peninsular War

244. Novo repertorio para o anno de 1820, bissexto. Em que se dá huma
relação geral das heroicas acçoens, que os Portuguezes obrárão na feliz Restauração da sua Patria até a queda de Napoleão, designando os dias, em que
ellas se obrárão, e os annos que tem decorrido té ao presente. Com o calculo
das luas, e outras curiosidades uteis, e necessarias aos lavradores, jardineiros,
caçadores, e pescadores. Composto por hum soldado portuguez. Porto: Na
Offic. de Viuva Alvarez Ribiero, e Filhos, (1819). 8°, stitched, with later
paper reinforcement at spine. Small woodcut vignette of a half-moon
on title page. Text includes small wood-engravings of the phases of
the moon. Brown stain on second leaf, not affecting legibility. In good
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condition. Small old blue-bordered paper tag with manuscript “545”
in blank portion of title page. (8 ll.).		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The author, who describes himself on the title page
as “hum soldado portuguez,” includes dates of notable Portuguese victories in the Peninsular War, and has a four-line poem on the war at the beginning of each month, e.g.:
Desarmar Junot tentou
Todo o Povo Portuguez.
Que lhe succedeo? Que fez?
Sua ruina encontrou.
The preliminary pages include major feasts, eclipses, the dates for the beginning of
the four seasons, and an overview of the year.
❊ Not in Os sucessores de Zacuto: o almanque na Biblioteca Nacional. Not located in
Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos, Albino Lapa, or Guerra Andrade. Not located in
NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK (51 databases searched).

Son Writes Home About War of the Peru-Bolivian Confederation

245. NUNES, José Antonio. Noticias del Peru recibidas por la siguiente carta.
[text begins:] Señora Doña Manuela Benavides ... Primera ocasion que se me
presenta la oportunidad de escribirle, y la aprovecho con el mayor gusto para
decirle que desde que pisé el Perú no he tenido un dolor de cabeza.... [Santiago
de Chile]: Imprenta de Colocolo, dated 20 December 1838. Folio (29 x
18.5 cm.), disbound. Caption title. Small brownstain. In good to very
good condition. Early manuscript foliation in ink. Broadside. $200.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. In this letter dated at Trujillo on November 3, 1838,
Nuñes tells his mother of the actions he’s been involved in since the army landed in Peru
in August, and gives a summary of the Chilean army’s troops and supplies. Marshal Santa
Cruz and President Augustín Gamarra are mentioned. Nuñes closes with the affirmation
that he will soon be home: “que dentro de mui poco tiempo estaremos en nuestro pais
por no tener ya que hacer en esta República.”
❊ Not located in Briseño. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located
in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

Oliveira's Only Published Poem

246. OLIVEIRA, Custodio José de. Á Estatua do Senhor Fidelissimo Rey
Dom José I. N.p.: n.pr., (1775). Folio (31 x 21 cm.), unbound. Caption title.
Clean and crisp. Uncut. In very fine condition. (2 ll.). Text in Portuguese
and Greek.		 $500.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of Oliveira’s only published poem, written in honor
of the dedication of the equestrian statue of D. José I in Lisbon’s “Black Horse Square.”
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This bronze statue, dedicated on D. José’s sixty-first birthday, is among Lisbon’s most
important monuments, dominating one of the major squares of Europe, the Praça do
Comercio (a.k.a. “Black Horse Square” or as the “Terreiro do Paço”). The Portuguese
text appears on the recto of the first leaf, the Greek text on the recto of the second leaf.
Oliveira (d. 1812) was appointed professor of Greek at the Colégio Real dos Nobres
in 1771. The Greek dictionary for which he was given a pension remained incomplete at
his death, and was never published. Oliveira was also appointed one of the Directores
Litterarios of the Impressão Regia, serving until 1807. In that capacity he prepared the
Diagnosis typografica dos caracteres gregos, hebraicos, e arabigos (1804), a handbook to the
proper setting of Greek, Hebrew and Arabic texts for the compositors of the Impressão
Regia. He also wrote a text for students of Greek and a few works on Greek authors.
❊ Innocêncio II, 113. Catálogo de exposição bibliografica, iconográfica e documental relativa
à estátua eqüestre 194. Coimbra, Miscelâneas 10658, 10805. Grande enciclopedia XIX, 359-60.
Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.
Not located in Hollis, which lists only the Diagnosis typografica. Not located in Orbis,
which lists only the Diagnosis typografica, and another work [translated by] this author.

Birthday Wishes for D. Maria I, Queen of Portugal

247. OLIVEIRA, Joseph Joaquim Monteiro de Carvalho. Elogio que á
Rainha Fidelissima Nossa Senhora offereceo no dia dos seus annos .... Lisbon:
na Offic. Patr. de Francisco Luiz Ameno, 1785. 4°, later brown wrappers
(edges chipping, spine worn). Engraved printer’s device 4 x 5.5 cm.
on title page with 2 putti holding a banner bearing the legend “Typis
pretiosa recondimus.” Engraved vignette 6.6 x 8.2 cm. (putti supporting the royal arms of Portugal) and initial 6-lines high (with landscape
view) on p. 3. Title page has brownstain. Inkstains and spotting on
third and fourth leaves, mostly marginal. Overall in good condition,
if just barely. Old rectangular paper tag (printed blue edge, stamped
shelfmark “58930”) on upper wrapper. 13 pp., (1 blank l.).		 $120.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Birthday oration for D. Maria I (born 1734), who became
Portugal’s first queen regnant on February 24, 1777, after the death of her father D. José I.
She reigned until her death in 1816, although by 1792 she was suffering such severe mental
illness that her son, the future D. João VI, ruled in her stead (as Prince Regent from 1799).
❊ Innocêncio IV, 393: lists only this work, and provides no biographical information on the author. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase.
Not located in Jisc.
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Defense of Comedy by an Impresario in La Serena

248. [O’LOGHLIN, Mateo]. Preocupaciones sobre el teatro. Serena: Imp.
de la Serena, 1850. Large 8°, traces of wrappers. Small floral woodcuts
on pp. 1 and 5, woodcut of lyre at end. Typographical border on every
page. Uncut, edges frayed and soiled, some staining. Overall in good
condition. 23 pp.		 $900.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? This extremely rare work passionately defending
comic theater was published in La Serena, capital of the Coquimbo region in northern
Chile. O’Loghlin considers comedies in terms of morality, utility, and convenience,
describes the state of drama in Chile (which lacks permanent theaters and schools for
aspiring actors), and presents a sweeping historical survey of comedy in France, Rome,
Spain, Rio de Janeiro, and ancient Greece. O’Loghlin frequently refers to specific actors.
O’Loghlin was an Irish comic actor who managed Valparaiso’s theatrical stock
company. In Lima in 1854, he mounted an early dramatic adaptation of Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Preocupaciones is dedicated “A los distinguidos e
ilustrados censores de Santiago D. Ventura Blanco y D. Victorino Lastarria, en prueba
de aprecio y respeto.”
❊ Briseño II, 439 and III, 320 (no. 2022): without collation. On O’Loghlin, see Anales de la Universidad de Chile, 106:158. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not
located in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

Author’s Presentation Inscription to the Conde de Praia e de Monforte

*249. [O’NEILL, Henrique, Visconde de Santa Monica]. In memoriam.
[Lisbon: Livraria Ferreira, 1887]. 8°, contemporary crimson morocco
with design of strapwork and stars on covers, spine gilt with raised
bands in five compartments, inner dentelles gilt, decorated endleaves,
all edges gilt, signed in gilt on the lower outer portion of the front
cover “P. Ferreira”. In very fine condition. Author’s five-line presentation inscription on half title: “Ao M.G.F. [?] // Conde da Praia e // de
Monforte // off. // o auctor.” A few early corrections to the text. (1 l.),
iii pp., (2 ll.), pp. [7]-368 pp.		 $360.00

FIRST EDITION of this collection of poetry (including sonnets and fables), with
notes at the end. With only a half title, and without any title page, as issued. The place,
publisher and date are taken from the front wrapper of another copy. The book was almost
certainly privately printed. There was a second edition, 1888; another of 1910 [?] is cited.
Henrique O’Neill (1821-1889), descendant of an Irish family that arrived in Portugal
during the eighteenth century, was a distinguished and literate man. After receiving his
degree in law from Coimbra he taught Portuguese at Göttingen, then returned to Lisbon
to enter the judiciary. O’Neill counted among his acquaintances Alexandre Herculano
and Antonio Feliciano de Castilho, and belonged to the Academia Real das Ciências de
Lisboa and the Instituto de Coimbra. In 1873 he became perceptor of D. Carlos and D.
Afonso, the sons of D. Luis I, and veador of Maria Pia of Savoy, D. Luis’s consort. For
these services he was named Visconde de Santa Monica. Innocêncio notes that O’Neill
seldom published his works with his name on them: “Cultivando as letras com íntimo
amor, poucas vezes tem dado ao prelo, sob o seu nome, producções suas.”
Provenance: António Borges de Medeiros Dias da Câmara e Sousa (Ponta Delgada, São
José, 1829-Lisbon, 1913), 2.º Visconde da Praia, 1.º Conde da Praia e Monforte e 1.º Marquês
da Praia e Monforte, was a great landed agricultural magnate and political figure. A typical
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enlightened, liberal aristocrat, he and his family formed a significant library, supported
cultural projects, and patronized a number of authors, especially in the Açores.
On the binder Paulino Ferreira (born 1861), see Matias Lima, Encadernadores portugueses. pp. 104-5.
❊ Innocêncio X, 391: listing only two works, a project for a law and O’Neill’s
translation of Lessing’s Fables. Not located in OCLC. This edition not located in Porbase
which cites a single copy of the 1888 second edition, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal,
without collation; the second edition, Lisbon: Typ. da A.R. das Sciencias, 1888, bears
O’Neill’s name; also listed is In memoriam without place or printer, [1910?], with 368, 36
pp., at Biblioteca João Paulo II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa. KVK (51 databases
searched) locates only the editions cited by Porbase.

Presentation Copy to the Marquês de Rio Maior

250. [O’NEILL, Henrique, Visconde de Santa Monica]. In memoriam.
Lisbon: Livraria Ferreira, 1887. 8°, original beige printed wrappers
(slightly soiled; small triangular piece missing from upper outer corner
of front wrapper). Uncut. Internally very good to fine, overall in very
good condition. Inscribed on the first leaf by “o auctor” to the Marquês
de Rio Maior, with with “Marquez de Rio Maior” in pencil at the top of
the upper wrapper. A few early manuscript corrections (by the author?)
within the text. (1 l.), iii pp., (2 ll.), pp. [7]-368 pp.		 $200.00

FIRST EDITION of this collection of poetry (including sonnets and fables), with
notes at the end. With only the front wrapper and a half title, and without any title page,
as issued. The book was almost certainly privately printed. There was a second edition,
1888; another of 1910 [?] is cited.
Henrique O’Neill (1821-1889), descendant of an Irish family that arrived in Portugal
during the eighteenth century, was a distinguished and literate man. After receiving his
degree in law from Coimbra he taught Portuguese at Göttingen, then returned to Lisbon
to enter the judiciary. O’Neill counted among his acquaintances Alexandre Herculano
and Antonio Feliciano de Castilho, and belonged to the Academia Real das Ciências de
Lisboa and the Instituto de Coimbra. In 1873 he became perceptor of D. Carlos and D.
Afonso, the sons of D. Luis I, and veador of Maria Pia of Savoy, D. Luis’s consort. For
these services he was named Visconde de Santa Monica. Innocêncio notes that O’Neill
seldom published his works with his name on them: “Cultivando as letras com íntimo
amor, poucas vezes tem dado ao prelo, sob o seu nome, producções suas.”
Provenance: D. António José Luís de Saldanha Oliveira Juzarte Figueira e Sousa, 4º
Conde and 1º Marquês de Rio Maior (1836-1891), twice Presidente da Câmara Municipal de Lisboa, for 18 years Provedor da Santa Casa da Misericordia de Lisboa, noted
philanthropist, and holder of many honors. Author of numerous books and pamphlets,
parliamentary deputy, and high government official, he was a devoted proponent of
progress in the national agricultural sector, which he considered one of the primary
sources of public wealth. The Casa da Anunciada library of the Condes and Marqueses
of Rio Maior, begun in the late eighteenth century by the first Conde, was one of the best
private libraries ever formed in Portugal. It was dispersed for the most part not long
after the April 1974 Portuguese revolution. See Grande enciclopédia XIX, 402; Innocêncio
XIII, 66-7; Aditamentos, pp. 254-5.
❊ Innocêncio X, 391: listing only 2 works, a project for a law and O’Neill’s translation of Lessing’s Fables. Not located in OCLC. This edition not located in Porbase which
cites a single copy of the 1888 second edition, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, without
collation; the second edition, Lisbon: Typ. da A.R. das Sciencias, 1888, bears O’Neill’s
name; also listed is In memoriam without place or printer, [1910?], with 368, 36 pp., at
Biblioteca João Paulo II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa. KVK (51 databases searched)
locates only the editions cited by Porbase.
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251. Orações a Jesus Sacramentado e a Bemaventurada Virgem Maria
extrahidas d’ A Racolta. Ribeira Grande (Azores): Typographia do Noticiarista, 1890. 8°, original pink printed wrappers (small tear to front
wrapper; small piece missing from lower outer corner of rear wrapper).
Small wood-engraved vignette on front cover and title page. Some
browning. Overall in very good condition. 18 pp., (1 blank l.). $75.00
Apparently the FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Imprints from the municipality of
Ribeira Grande, on the Island of São Miguel in the Azores, are most uncommon.
❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located
in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

Rules of a Portuguese Order of Chivalry: An Exceptionally Fine Copy of an
Early & Important Portuguese Text

252. [ORDER OF AVIS]. Regra & statutos da hordem adujs. [Colophon]
Almeirim: Herman de Campos, 1516. Folio (26.5 x 19 cm.), late-nineteenth- or early twentieth-century blue morocco, covers with triple-fillet
gilt edge and panel and elaborate filigree ornament, spine richly gilt,
pastedowns burgundy morocco with gilt panels and filigree ornament,
facing flyleaves blue moiré, all edges gilt. In a recent navy morocco
slipcase with dark blue moiré sides. Full-page woodcut of St. Benedict
within woodcut border (putti and twining vines), xylographic title,
2 woodcut emblems of the Order of Aviz, woodcut initials (2 historiated). Gothic letter (Campos 1:105G and 4:122G), 2 columns. Washed
and expertly re-sized; nevertheless, in exceptionally fine condition. (5),
LIII [i.e., LXIII], (5) ll. Appears to lack preliminary blank, presumably
canceled, as in all recorded copies.
$200,000.00
FIRST EDITION of the Rule for the crusading Order of Aviz (the equivalent of the
Order of Calatrava in Spain), and one of the earliest and most important books in the
Portuguese language. This is the first book printed in Almeirim, probably produced at
a time when the Court was in residence there. Only two sixteenth-century books were
printed in Almeirim.
The Order of Aviz was the first of the military orders founded by the kings of Portugal, possibly established as early as 1162. It played a vital part in the foundation of the
Portuguese nation and in the struggle against the Moors. While the Orders of Christ and
S. Thiago also fought for the independence of Portugal at the end of the fourteenth and
beginning of the fifteenth centuries, the Order of Aviz took the lead. It was Dom João I,
Master of Aviz, who vanquished the Castilians at Aljubarrota and founded the dynasty
that reigned in Portugal under the name of Aviz for nearly two centuries.
Herman de Campos is recorded as a printer in Portugal between 1509 and 1518.
Only 12 works are known from his press: one at Setúbal, ten at Lisbon, and this lone
production at Almeirim. The only sources of information on him are his colophons, from
which it appears that he came from Germany, possibly Kempen, in the Rhineland: his
earliest work is signed “Herman de Kempis alemão.” He may also have been the first
officially appointed Portuguese royal printer. (See Norton pp. 499-500.)
Of the seven other copies known of this work (several incomplete or otherwise in
poor states of preservation), only one is in North America: the Palha copy, at the Houghton
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Library, Harvard University. Other locations are: British Library, Biblioteca NacionalRio de Janeiro; Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Distrital de Ponta Delgada; Palace Library,
Vila Viçosa (King Manuel’s copy); Municipal Library-Évora; and Biblioteca Nacional de
Portugal. This last, missing a leaf and in poor condition, was apparently the only copy to
appear at auction in Portugal in the twentieth century: it was in the Azevedo-Samodães
sale (lot 2658), purchased by Vítor Ávila Perez (lot 6269 in his sale).
❊ King Manuel 17. Norton, Descriptive Catalogue P1. Jüsten, Incunábulos e postincunábulos portugueses 54. Anselmo 439. Innocêncio VII, 60-1. Pinto de Matos (1970) pp.
527-8. Figanière 1525. Martins de Carvalho, Diccionario bibliographico militar portuguez
(1891), p. 227. BM Pre-1601 Spanish/Portuguese STC (1966) p. 128. Gusmão, Livros impressos
no século XVI existentes na Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Distrital de Évora, I, Tipografia portuguesa 884. Palha 2589. Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Catálogo dos impressos de tipografia
portuguesa do século XVI 536. Livros impressos no século XVI existentes na Biblioteca Pública e
Arquivo Distrital de Ponta Delgada 142. Maggs, Seventy-Five Spanish Books (Catalogue 589,
1933)15: listed at £275. Not in Adams. Not in Sousa Viterbo, O movimento tipográfico em
Portugal no século XVI. Not in Livros quinhentistas portugueses da Biblioteca da Academia das
Ciências de Lisboa or Coimbra, Reservados. Not in Catálogo colectivo. NUC: MH. Not located
in OCLC. Not located in KVK worldwide (51 databases searched; however, there is an
incomplete copy in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal).

Operating Expenses of the Lisbon Foundling Home, 1707-1712

253. [ORPHANAGE]. Relaçam dos gastos que a Mesa dos Santos Innocentes
no Hospital Real de Todos os Santos desta Cidade de Lisboa fez com a criação
dos meninos expostos este presente anno de 1707. 4 works. [Colophon]
Lisbon: Na Officina de Miguel Manescal, 1707. Folio (29 x 19.5 cm.),
disbound. Large woodcut royal arms of Portugal beneath caption title.
Large woodcut initial. Each page within a border of type ornaments.
Two small holes in inner margin, one affecting border; faint marginal
dampstaining. In good to very good condition. (2 ll.).			
4 works. $2,500.00

Apparently the FIRST and ONLY EDITIONS of these accounts of the foundling home
in Lisbon for the years 1707, 1708, 1709 and 1712: its sources and amounts of income,
its expenses, and the number of children housed there. The lists of past and present
donors include Catherine of Braganza, Queen of England. At this period the foundling
home was not a separate institution, but a part of the Hospital de Todos os Santos, one
of Lisbon’s main hospitals.
❊ Not in Innocêncio, Azevedo-Samodães, Ameal, Palha or Kress. Not in National
Library of Medicine, Eighteenth-Century STC. Not located in Pires de Lima, Catálogo
da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. Not located in Lisbon, Faculdade de
Medicina, Catálogo da Colecção Portuguesa. Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature
before 1850. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in KVK, which locates
a run of a similar title listed in Porbase (Relaçam dos gastos que a Mesa dos Santos Innocentes
de Lisboa ...), printed in the Offic. de Domingos Carneyro, 1689-1765), with 26 leaves, in
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. Not located in Hollis or Orbis.

WITH:
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Relaçam dos gastos que a Mesa dos Santos Innocentes no Hospital Real de
Todos os Santos desta Cidade de Lisboa fez com a criação dos meninos expostos
este presente anno de 1708 …. [Colophon] Lisbon: na Officina de Miguel
Manescal, 1708. Folio (29 x 19.5 cm.), disbound. Large woodcut royal
arms of Portugal beneath caption title. Large woodcut initial. Each page
within a border of type ornaments. Two small holes in inner margin,
one affecting border, faint marginal dampstaining. In good to very
good condition. (2 ll.).
AND WITH:

Relaçam dos gastos que a Mesa dos Santos Innocentes no Hospital Real
de Todos os Santos desta Cidade de Lisboa fez com a criação dos meninos
expostos este presente anno de 1709. [Colophon] Lisbon: na Officina de
Miguel Manescal, 1709. Folio (29 x 19.5 cm.), modern wrappers. Large
woodcut royal arms of Portugal beneath caption title. Large woodcut
initial. Each page within a border of type ornaments. Two small holes
in inner margin (one affecting border), 3 small holes in lower margin,
faint dampstain at top. In good to very good condition. Blindstamp of
J.G. Mazziotti Salema Garção, noted collector from Porto, in margin of
first leaf. (2 ll.).
AND WITH:

Relaçam dos gastos que a Mesa dos Santos Innocentes no Hospital Real de
Todos os Santos desta Cidade de Lisboa fez com a criação dos meninos expostos
este presente anno de 1712 …. [Colophon] Lisbon: na Officina de Miguel
Manescal, 1712. Folio (29 x 19.5 cm.), disbound. Large woodcut royal
arms of Portugal beneath caption title. Large woodcut initial. Each page
within a border of type ornaments. Two small holes in inner margin,
one affecting border, faint marginal dampstaining, top edge frayed with
slight loss to typographic borders. In good to very good condition. (2 ll.).
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Tribute to D. Pedro I, Late Emperor of Brazil
Who also Ruled Briefly in Portugal as King D. Pedro IV

254. OSORIO, Rufino Guerra. Oração funebre, que nas exequias do Muito
Alto, e Poderoso Senhor D. Pedro, Duque de Bragança, celebradas pela Real
Irmandade de Nossa Senhora da Lapa da Cidade do Porto, recitou .... a 24 de
Setembro de 1850. Porto: Typographia do Collegio da Lapa, 1850. 8°,
original beige printed wrappers; elaborate typographical border on
front, woodcut trophy incorporating drum, helmet, cannons, spears,
etc. on back (a few minor stains). Wood-engraved ornament of a snake
twined around a flask on front cover and title page. Large wood-engraved
military vignette on rear cover consisting of flags, sword, helmut, etc.,
astride a canon. In very good condition. 16 pp., (1 l. errata).		 $200.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Discusses D. Pedro’s role as author of the Carta Constitucional of 1826. Pages 12-16 contain notes to the text.
Rufino Guerra Osorio (Canellas, freguezia de S. Miguel de Poiares, 1810-1871) taught
mathematics at the University of Coimbra and was a member of the Ordem de Nossa
Senhora da Conceição de Villa Viçosa. He published a number of works on mathematics,
geometry, and trigonometry.

❊ This work not in Innocêncio; on the author, see VII, 188, 460; XVIII, 297. Not located
in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies, both at Biblioteca João Paulo
II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched),
locates only the copies cited by Porbase.

255. P.J.M.R. Na feliz inauguração da estatua equestre delrei Fidelissimo D.
Joze I. Nosso Senhor. Ao Illustrissimo e Excellentissimo Senhor Marquez de
Pombal. Soneto. n.p. : n.pr., n.d. [most likely Lisbon, 1775]. Folio (30 x
21 cm.), disbound. Some marginal worming. Some soiling and creasing. Overall in good condition. Later ink inscription in upper blank
margin. Broadside.		 $100.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? This sonnet was not included in the Narração dos applausos com que o Juiz do Povo e Casa dos Vinte-Quatro festeja a felicissima inauguração da Estatua
Equestre … of Lisbon, 1775, with 123 pp, (1 l.). Nor is it in Collecção de poesias feitas na feliz
inauguração da Estatua Equestre de ElRey Nosso Senhor Dom José I em 6 de Junho de 1775,
Lisbon 1775, with 27 pp. Signed (in print) P.J.M.R. We have not been able to determine
to whom these inititals belong.

❊ Lisbon, Câmara Municipal, Catálogo da exposição bibliográfica, iconográfica e
documental relativa à estátua equestre 204. Not in Martinho de Fonseca, Pseudonymos,
iniciaes e obras anonymas. Not in Guerra Andrade, Dicionário de pseudónimos e iniciais
de escritores portugueses. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in
Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).
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256. PAES, Antonio José. Sermão do glorioso patriarcha S. Agostinho
que na Real Igreja de S. Vicente de Fóra de Lisboa, a 28 de agosto de 1840,
pregou, e offerece ao Emminentissimo e Reverendissimo Senhor Patriarcha
Eleito ... 2ª edição. Lisbon: Na Typ. de Mathias José Marques da S.ª.,
1843. 16°, contemporary decorated wrappers (minor stains and soiling). Typographical mustache on title page. In very good condition.
Old blue-bordered oval paper tag with manuscript ink shelfmark
(“4”) on front wrapper. 24 pp.		
$75.00
FIRST EDITION. Innocêncio notes that Paes published a second, similar work, but
had no bibliographical information about it. P. Antonio José Paes (1810-1857), a native
of Covilhã, died in Lisbon of yellow fever.

❊ Innocêncio I, 175 (listing it as Sermão de Sancto Agostinho, prégado na Real Igreja
de S. Vicente de fora de Lisboa, without collation); VIII, 207 (noting in a snarky mood that
Paes published another work on the same subject, of which he had no further information: “Tambem não creio que resulte d’ahi grande prejuizo aos leitores”). Not located in
NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK (51 databases searched).

257. PAIVA, Augusto Joaquim Henriques Ribeiro de. Cadeia do Amor
Perfeito, poesia. Dedicada aos excellentissimos senhores a Joven Condessa do
Farrobo e Conde do Farrobo Joaquim por .... Lisbon: Typographia de José
Baptista Morando, 1855. Folio (27.5 x 18.5 cm), original pink illustrated
wrappers (1.3 cm. split at fold). Large wood-engraving of a youth with
lyre and laurel crown on front cover. Wood-engraving of a lyre and
wreath on title page. Small wood-engraving of a putto with a garland
on second leaf, recto. Small wood-engraving of a basket of flowers on
third leaf, verso. Horizontal fold lines across center. In good to very
good condition. (4 ll.)		
$75.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this poem on marriage. The fourth leaf has notes
on the meaning.
D. Joaquim Pedro Quintela, 1.º Conde de Farrobo (1801-1869) was a Portuguese
aristocrat and businessman, the heir and successor of the great capitalist and landowner
of the same name, D. Joaquim Pedro Quintela, 1.º Barão de Quintela. Farrobo was a noted
philanthropist and patron of the arts. He amassed great wealth and influence owing to
his intense activity in the world of industry and business. Even though the Conde de
Farrobo had an unquestionable role in the political, social, and cultural life of Portugal,
he is perhaps best remembered today for his legendary parties of great opulence and
excess. Some claim that the Portuguese word farrobodó (meaning a big, raucous party
or event) derives from Farrobo. In later life most of Farrobo’s fortune was lost.
Augusto Joaquim Henriques Ribeiro de Paiva studied medicine at Coimbra and
was awarded the Ordem de Christo for his services during the 1857 cholera outbreak,
about which he published Relatorio da cholera-morbus asiatica no concelho de Villa-franca de
Xira no anno de 1855 para 1856. Innocêncio states that he was born late in the eighteenth
century in Castello Branco, and was still alive in 1858; according to Guerra Andrade,
Dicionário de pseudónimos e iniciaes, p. 412, he died in 1864..
❊ Innocêncio VIII, 342 (calling for 9 unnumbered pages); on the author, see also
I, 311. Not located in OCLC. Porbase cites this work without giving any location. Not
located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) refer only to the record in Porbase.
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Recited on the Swearing of Allegiance to the 1822 Portuguese Constitution

258. PALMA, Joaquim Placido Galvão. Discurso que no dia do juramento
da constituição politica recitou ás suas ovelhas. Lisbon: Na Typographia
Rollandiana, 1822. 4°, much later plain beige wrappers, text-block
edges sprinkled from an early binding. In good to very good condition. 32 pp.		 $400.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this liberal discourse recited by the Prior of the Matriz
of the Villa of Monsaraz to his flock of the occasion of the swearing of allegiance to the
1822 Portuguese constitution, the first such printed document in the nation’s history. On
p. [19], leaf C2 recto, is a divisional title “Discurso para se recitar no dia da instalação da
Camara Constitutional da Villa de Monsarás pelo Prior da Matriz da mesma Joaquim
Placido Galvão Palma.” This second liberal oration in continues to the end of the pamphlet.
Galvão Palma (Extremoz, ca. 1777 [?]-1839[?]) left the Augustinian order to become
a secular priest, serving as prior in Monsaraz (Alentejo). He was elected deputy to the
Cortes in 1822. His fervent liberal views led to him being imprisoned in the tower of S.
Julião da Barra from May 1828 to June 1829, when he was sent to the convent of Buçaco.
In 1834 he was named governor of the archbishopric of Évora, and in 1837 was elected
deputy to the Cortes Constituintes. He published several other short works on political
topics and some pastoral letters.

❊ Innocêncio IV, 148 (calling for only 16 pp.); XII, 136 (citing both Discursos separately, and calling for 32 pp. each); for the author, see also IV, 455; VIII, 64; Aditamentos, p.
219. Biblioteca Pública de Braga, “Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira” p. 187 (also calling
for only 16 pp.). Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, in the Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (52 databases searched) locates only the
copy cited by Porbase.

Defense Against Charges of Treason During the Peninsular War

259. PAMPLONA [CORTE-REAL], Manoel Ignacio Martins, Conde de
Subserra. Memoria justificativa de Manoel Ignacio Martins Pamplona e sua
mulher D. Isabel de Roxas e Lemos. Lisbon: Na Imprensa Nacional, 1821.
4°, mid-twentieth-century marbled wrappers. Woodcut royal arms of
Portugal-Brazil on title page. Remains of older gray wrappers. In very
good to fine condition. Early ink signature (“Borges”?) on title page.
71 pp.		 $250.00
FIRST EDITION of a work containing much commentary on the Peninsula Wars. Also
included are references to the Portuguese court at Rio de Janeiro, to campaigns in Austria,
Germany, and Russia under Bonaparte, and to the author’s service under Louis XVIII.
Martins Pamplona (1760-1832) a native of Angra, member of a titled family from
that city on the island of Terceira in the Açores, served on the Black Sea under Romanzoff
against the Ottomans in the Russo-Ottoman war of 1787-1791, receiving decorations for
his valor. He fought under the Duke of York in the siege and taking of Valenciennes in
the summer of 1793, and also campaigned in Roussillon from 1793 to 1795. Upon the
dissolution of the Portuguese army after the French invasion led by Junot in 1807, he
joined the Legião Portuguesa with the rank of colonel, serving at Salamanca, then in
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Germany and Austria, returning to Portugal in 1810 under Masséna, where for a while
he was French military governor of Coimbra. In this pamphlet he defends himself and
his wife against accusations of high treason for collusion with the French. Expelled from
Portugal, he served with distinction in the Legião Portuguesa in Russia in 1812. Later he
served in the French army under Louis XVIII at Gand, and was military governor of Loire
et Cher in 1815. Remaining in exile in France until 1821, he returned to Portugal under
amnesty, and was thereafter embroiled in the ongoing struggle between the Liberals
and the Absolutists, on the side of the more conservative liberals. He had been created
Barão de Pamplona by the French during his exile, at some point became a general
officer, and was made Conde de Subserra by D. João VI in 1823, in appreciation of his
help during the Vilafrancada. Holding various ministerial and ambassadorial posts, the
Conde de Subserra was for a time effectively Prime Minister of Portugal under D. João
VI. In 1827 he became a vegetarian, supporting animal rights. Dom Miguel had him
arrested in 1828 and imprisoned in the Torre de Belem, then in São Julião da Barra and
São Lourenço de Bugio. Finally he was transferred to the prison in the fortress of Graça
in Elvas, where he died.
❊ Innocêncio V, 447: calling for 71 pp. plus and additamento of 8 pp.; XVI, 225-6
calling for an additamento with 16 pp., and noting a second edition of 1875 (it is unclear
whether of the additamento or the whole work); on the author, see also XVI, 407 and
Fonseca, Additamentos p. 300. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates five copies, all in
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched)
locates only the copies cited by Porbase.

Hospitalizations and Burials Printed in Pará
At the Mouth of the Amazon River

260. [PARÁ]. Estatutos da Veneravel Ordem Terceira de S. Francisco da
Penitencia da Cidade do Pará, approvados em meza conjuncta, reunida em
18 de abril de 1869, sendo Ministro o Irmão Felix José Pereira. 3 works in 1
volume. Pará: Typographia do “Diario de Gram-Pará”, 1869. Large 8°,
mid-twentieth-century quarter maroon sheep over buckram boards,
smooth spine (slight wear), with gilt lettering and fillets, original upper
wrapper bound in (foxed and mounted). In good to very good condition. (1 blank l.), 103 pp.
3 works in 1 volume. $2,000.00
FIRST (and only?) EDITIONS of three rare imprints from the mouth of the Amazon.
Page viii of the first work explains that new statutes were needed for the Ordem Terceira
de S. Francisco because the Order had raised funds to operate a hospital and asylum, and
had also ceased to cooperate with another group of Franciscans. The Estatutos set out
rules for admission into the Order and the duties of its members and officers.
❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located
in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

BOUND WITH:
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Regulamento do Hospital da Veneravel Ordem Terceira de São Francisco
da Penitencia do Pará. Pará: Typ. do “Diario do Gram-Pará,” 1869. 37
pp., 3 folding tables. Good to very good condition.

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? Describes the duties of the hospital’s administrative
staff, nurses, and cook, what food will be given to patients and in what amounts (see
also the second folding table), who besides members of the Ordem will be admitted as
patients, and when visitors are permitted.
❊ Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK (51 databases searched).

AND BOUND WITH:

Regulamento do Cemiterio da Veneravel Ordem Terceira de S. Francisco
da Penitencia do Pará. Pará: Typ. do “Diario do Gram-Pará,” 1869. 6
pp. Good to very good condition.

FIRST and ONLY EDITION? Sets forth regulations for burial of members in the
cemetery plot owned by the Ordem. It includes provisions for removal of the grave
markers when the cemetery is full and notification of any families who may want to
remove remains before new bodies are buried in the old plots (see articles 8 and 10).
❊ Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK (51 databases searched).

261. PARMA, Bishop of, supposed author. Homilias do ... 1ª sobre a
tolerancia em materias de religião. IIª sobre a profissão religiosa. Lisbon: Na
Offic. de Simão Thaddeo Ferreira, 1823. 4°, early plain green wrappers
(faded). Small typographical ornaments (crown and flourishes) on title
page. Some browning. In good condition. 26 pp.		 $160.00

First (and only?) Edition in Portuguese. The first homily (pp. 3-15) argues against
religious toleration: “Não se dá verdadeira paz, seão aquella de Jesus Christo; e a pa de
Jesus Christo não póde ter outra base, seão a união, e a integridade da sua doutrina.”
The second homily, preached on the feast of St. Bernard, is particularly concerned with
conselhos Evangelicos and free will.
We have been unable to determine which bishop of Parma was the author of these
two essays, or if indeed a bishop of Parma was the author, but the author may have been
Cardinal Carlos Francesco Caselli, O.S.M. (1740-1828), archbishop of Parma from May
28, 1804, or more likely his predecessor, Adeodato Turchi (1724-1803), a Capuchin. Two
years earlier the same printer published another work, probably by the same bishop:
Dissertação sobre os regulares, a que se ajuntão duas homilias do bispo de Parma, que tem alguma
relação com o mesmo objecto.
❊ Not in Innocêncio. Not in Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Not in Gonçalves Rodrigues,
A tradução em Portugal. Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo BarcaOliveira. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca João Paulo
II-Universidade Católica Portuguesa. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched)
locates only the copy cited by Porbase.
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262. O peccador arrependido. N.p.: n.pr., n.d. (ca. 1825?). 16°, early
plain wrappers. In very good condition. Small oblong white paper tag
with serrated edges and red border tipped on to upper inner corner
of front wrapper, containing ink manuscript “4230 // A” at center.
Old ink manuscript “x S.T.R. x” at lower margin of half title. 40 pp.,
(4 blank ll.).		
$50.00
Dialogue in verse between Christ and a sinner who repents on his deathbed. There
exist a number of similar works published in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
We have been unable to compare the texts.
❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located
in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

Rare Letter in Praise of the First Brazilian Emperor

*263. D. PEDRO, Duque de Bragança (formerly D. Pedro I, Emperor
of Brazil, and formerly D. Pedro IV, King of Portugal), supposed
author. Carta de D. Pedro Duque de Bragança aos Brasileiros: poucas horas
antes da sua morte. Porto: Imprensa de Gandra e Filhos, 1835. 4°, disbound. Woodcut Imperial Brazilian arms on title page. Small. In good
condition. Old ink manuscript pagination (“477-484”) in upper outer
corners. 12 pp.		 $600.00
FIRST EDITION? Borba de Moraes describes another edition of 1835, published
in Rio de Janeiro, without assigning priority, and mentions a 1948 article by Otavio
Tarquinio de Sousa proving that the letter is not authentic. The letter, which appeared
some months after D. Pedro’s death, reminds Brazilians of his services to the cause of
Independence, emphasizes that the Constitution of 1824 is a great achievement and
should not be discarded, and urges the citizens to support constitutional monarchy and
reject D. Pedro’s political enemies.

❊ Borba de Moraes (1983) I, 159: “rare”; mentions a Rio, 1835 edition as well, without
assigning priority. Not in Innocêncio or Rodrigues. Not located in NUC. Not located in
OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

264. [PENINSULAR WAR]. Elogio da plebe da Nação Hespanhola. Lisbon:
na Impressão Regia, 1808. 4°, stitched. Small woodcut royal arms of
Portugal on title page. Uncut. In very good to fine condition. 7 pp.		
		$100.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION, praising the common Spanish people for rebelling
against Napoleon: “Sem instrucção, e sem livros mostraste mais perspicacia e acerto do
que os Sabios da primeira Ordem ... Sem Armas, e sem experiencia Militar mostraste
mais poder, do que os Exercitos do grande guerreiro ....”
❊ Ayres Magalhães de Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular II, 396.
Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira. Not located in OCLC.
Porbase locates a single copy, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.
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No Other Copy Located

265. [PENINSULAR WAR]. Exercito de terra. [continues in caption title
on p. 3:] Extracto do codigo dos delictos, e penas para as tropas da República,
em 11 de novembro de 1796 (12 brumaire an 5), e de alguns Decretos Imperiaes
actualmente em vigor. N.p.: n.pr., [after 21 December 1808]. 8°, contemporary plain blue wrappers (spine a bit worn; other minor defects), 1.7
x 8 cm. white paper strip on front cover with contemporary inscription
“Codigo dos Delictos e Penas do Exr. Frances // em 1792.” In very good
condition. 32 pp.		 $300.00

First and only Edition in Portuguese? This pamphlet sets out penalties for deserters
from the French army, spies, and those who pillage, set fires or steal supplies. The latest
reference is to the minutes compiled by the secretary of state for the French Imperial
army encampment at Madrid, December 21, 1808. The work must have been used for
Portuguese recruits to the French army, including the Legião Portuguesa during the the
campaigns following the 1807 French invasion of Portugal during the Peninsular War.
Organized in February 1808 from some of the best units of the disbanded Portuguese army,
the Legião Portuguesa left Portugal for Salamanca en route to France during April 1808.
It fought at Wagram, Smolensk, Vitebsk, and Borodino, being disbanded May 5, 1814,
❊ Not in Ayres de Magalhães Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular.
Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira. Not located in OCLC.
Not located in Porbase. Not located in CCPBE. Not located in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.
Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

Spanish Victories Against the French in Andalusia and Catalunya

266. [PENINSULAR WAR]. Proclamação da Hespanha as nações da Europa.
[text begins:] A Hespanha vos falla no transporte das glorias, e dos triunfos
.... N.p.: n.pr., (1808). 4°, disbound. Caption title. Light dampstains. In
good condition. (1, 1 blank l.).		 $150.00

First Edition in Portuguese? The author mentions Spanish victories in Andalusia
and Catalunya as well as the capture of General Dupont, who surrendered his 18,000
troops after the Battle of Bailén in July 1808. The author then urges people across Europe
to rise up against Bonaparte. Napoleon’s defeats in Spain in 1808 were the first setback
to the imperial armies, and helped spur the Fifth Coalition against Napoleon in 1809.
Porbase and Gonçalves Rodrigues call for 6 pages, but this work is clearly complete
with the printed text on 2 sides of one leaf; the attached leaf is blank.
❊ Ayres Magalhães de Sepúlveda, Dicionário bibliográfico da Guerra Peninsular III,
101: “1 fol. in-4º de 2 pág.” Gonçalves Rodrigues, A tradução em Portugal 2815: calling for
6 pp. Not in Biblioteca Pública de Braga, Catálogo do Fundo Barca-Oliveira. Not in Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates only one copy, at the Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal, and calls for 6 pp. (21 cm., so probably a 4º).
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A Politically Active Patriarch of Lisbon

267. PEREIRA, João Antonio. Oração funebre que nas exequias do Eminentissio [sic] e Reverendissimo Senhor, Dom Patricio da Silva, Cardeal Patriarcha
de Lisboa, celebradas no dia 4 de Fevereiro, na Parochial Igreja do Salvador
de Santarem ... recitou, dedica e Offerece ao Eminentissimo e Reverendissimo
Senhor D. Francisco de S. Luiz, Patriarcha Eleito, e Vigario Capitular....
Lisbon: Tip. de Nery, 1840. 8°, original blue printed wrappers (minor
defects at spine and edges). Typographical mustaches on title page;
small wood-engraved ornament at end. In very good condition. (1
blank l.), 21 pp.		 $150.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION, with a brief biography of D. Patrício that includes
comments on his political activities. Patrício da Silva (1756-1840) was named the seventh
patriarch of Lisbon in 1826, a turbulent period in Portuguese politics. During the Abrilada
(1824-1825), D. João VI named him minister and secretary of Negócios Eclesiásticos and
Justiça. He was highly respected as a clergyman, and lived undisturbed during the battles
between D. Miguel and D. Pedro. In 1834, during his tenure as patriarch, the Colégio
Patriarcal de Lisboa, the Seminário de Santarém, and the religious orders were all disbanded. D. Patrício lived out the rest of his life in the Mosteiro de São Vicente de Fora.
❊ See de Ricardo Charters de Azevedo, Doutor D. Frei Patrício da Silva, O.S.A. : um
Cardeal leiriense, Patriarca de Lisboa (1756-1840), 2009. Not located in NUC. Not located in
OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in
Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

*268. PERES, Emílio. Alimentos e alimentação. Porto: Lello & Irmão, 1992.
O Mocho de Papel. 8°, publisher’s illustrated boards. As new. 230 pp.
ISBN: none.		
$30.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION.

❊ Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates five copies: Biblioteca Pública de Évora,
Biblioteca Pública Municipal do Porto, Biblioteca Pública Municipal de Penafiel, Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal and Biblioteca Geral da Universidade de Coimbra. Not located in
Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the copies cited by Porbase.

269. [PERNAMBUCO. Exposição Provincial]. Catalogo dos objectos que
figuraram na Exposição Provincial de Pernambuco em 1866, apresentado pela
Commissão Directora. [Colophon] Pernambuco: Typ. de M.F. de Faria
& Filhos , 1866. Folio (29.5 x 18.5 cm.), later quarter blue cloth over
decorated boards (minor wear). Caption title. Significant crude tape
repairs, without any loss of text. In less than good condition. A few
contemporary ink annotations. 10 pp.		 $100.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Lists 426 diverse exhibits, including agricultural
products, minerals, chemicals, drugs, food, textiles, wood, perfume, leather, hides, arms,
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photography, fine arts, and sculpture. A few exhibits included a number of subcategories. For example, number 235 consisted of 108 “amostras de madeiras”; number 236
consisted of 27 “amostras de madeiras”; number 403 was “Uma mesa de jacaranda a
Luiz XV obra de talha, com um tampo formando um mosaico de 153 madeiras” which
are then listed individually.
❊ Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in
KVK (51 databases searched).

How Many Peruvian Ambassadors Does Chile Have to Tolerate?

270. [PERU]. Dos Legaciones del Peru. [text begins:] Aunque el esclarecimiento de la cuestion que se ha suscitado en los periódicos sobre la admision
de dos ministros públicos del Perú, no puede ya producir resultado alguno
satisfactorio .... N.p.: n.pr., 1836?. Folio (29 x 19 cm.), disbound (nearly
separated at fold). Caption title. Some small nicks at edges, without
loss; minor marginal repair on second leaf, not affecting text. In good
condition. Early manuscript foliation in ink. (2 ll.)		 $400.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. This debate over permitting two Peruvian ministers
to Chile hinges on whether allowing two ministers implies acceptance of the legitimacy
of both governments, or whether such recognition merely establishes a means of communication with those governments. The anonymous author, responding to articles in El
Araucano and El Mercurio, discusses diplomacy, maritime law, and the rights of nations,
with mention of blockades, General Luis Orbegoso, the United States before it won its
battle with Great Britain, D. Miguel in Portugal, and Grotius. Given the frequent mentions
of Santa Cruz and Bolivia, this pamphlet was certainly published during Orbegoso’s term
as president of North Peru (February 7-August 11, 1836). The mention of a letter from
Bolivia dated July 8 narrows the time down to late July or early August 1836.
The author of Dos legaciones questions the legitimacy of the 1833 election that brought
Orbegoso to the presidency, as well as Obregoso’s authority in Peru after he allied himself
with President Andrés de Santa Cruz and formed the Peru-Bolivian Confederacy, of which
Santa Cruz was Supreme Protector and Orbegoso merely the president of the Republic
of North Peru. Many Peruvian politicians who opposed the idea of the confederation
fled to Chile, where they were supported by Diego Portales.
❊ Not located in Briseño. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located
in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

271. PESSANHA, Francisco Antonio de Almeida Moraes. Theses ex
iure naturali, canonico, et civili lusitano, ex ecclesiaeque historia selectae …
in Collimbriensi Lyceo propugnandas offert … integra die [in manuscript:
“25”] huius mensis [in manuscript: “Junii 1796”]. [On first leaf:] Antonio
Iosepho de Almeida Moraes Pessanha parenti suo D. Franciscus Antonius de
Almeida Moraes Pessanha .... 2 works in 1 volume. [Colophon] Coimbra:
Typis Academicis, 1796. 4°, traces of wrappers. Typographical rules
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beneath page numbers. First few leaves frayed and soiled at top edge.
In good condition. Early ink manuscript on first leaf: “1796.” 16 pp.		
2 works in 1 volume. $100.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Pessanha was tested on natural and political law,
Church history, canon law, and Roman and Portuguese law.

❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase, which locates
no works by this author. Not located in Jisc.

BOUND WITH:

SILVEIRA, Franciscus Raimundus da. Theses philosophico-iuridicae ex
iurisprudentia naturali, sacra, romana, patriaque excerptae, necnon ex utriusque historia … publice propugnandas offert, pro laurea doctorali obtinenda
… integra huius mensis die [in manuscript: “5 Julii 1797”]. [On first leaf:]
Ioanni Mauricio da Silveira Patruo suo amabilissimo benevolentissimoque
in aeternum gratiae gratitudinisque monumentum. [Colophon] Coimbra:
Typis Academicis, 1797. Typographical ornaments bracketing page
numbers. Printed on pale blue paper. Early ink manuscript on first
leaf: “1797.” 16 pp.

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Silveira was tested on natural, Roman, and canon law.

❊ Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase, which lists no works by this author.
Not located in Jisc.

272. PINA, João Augusto de. Oração gratulatoria que no dia 3 de março
de 1884 VI anniversario da coroação do Summo Pontifice Leo XIII recitou na
Igreja de S. João Evangelista (Loyos) da cidade de Évora …. Évora: Mimerva
[sic] Eborense de Joaquim José Baptista, 1884. 8°, original yellow printed
wrappers (very small hole in blank portion of rear wrapper). In very
good condition. Author’s two-line ink presentation inscription in upper
blank margin of front cover. 12 pp.		
$80.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION.

❊ O progresso cathólico, VI, 130. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not
located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched). Not
located in Hollis or Orbis. Not located in the online catalogues of Library of Congress
or Newberry Library.

Vitriolic Reply to António Augusto Teixeira de Vasconcellos

273. PINTO, [António José da] Silva. Sciencia e consciencia. Carta ao
Excellentissimo Senhor Antonio Augusto Teixeira de Vasconcellos, por ....
Lisbon: Imprensa Lusitana, 1871. Large 8°, original beige printed wrappers (minor fraying), stitched. Wrappers seriously foxed. Some faint
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foxing in text. Overall in good to very good condition. 14 pp., (1 blank
l.). Pages [1-2] are blank.		 $350.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of what appears to be the author’s second published
work. What was probably Silva Pinto’s earliest separately published work, Questões do
dia. Evoluções historicas e sociaes, a pamphlet of 63, (1) pp., had appeared earlier in 1871,
featuring attacks on António Augusto Teixeira de Vasconcellos, Vice President of the
Academia Real das Sciencias de Lisboa, parliamentary deputy, peer of the realm, etc.
Teixeira de Vasconcellos then attacked Silva Pinto in kind. In the present work, Silva
Pinto replies with much vitriol.
Silva Pinto, as he signed his works (1848-1911), polemicist, literary critic, essayist,
playwright and novelist, was a friend of Cesário Verde, responsible for the posthumous
publication of O Livro de Cesário Verde. He was one of the principle theorists of RealismNaturalism in Portugal.
❊ Innocêncio XXII, 307; see pp. 303-10 for much biographical and bibliographical
information about this prolific author; p. 539; Aditamentos, pp. 40-2. Also Álvaro Manuel
Machado in Dicionário de literatura portuguesa, pp. 382-3; Ernesto Rodrigues in Biblos, IV,
`81-3; Dicionário cronológico de autores portugueses, II, 315-6; Albino Forjaz de Sampaio, Silva
Pinto e a sua obra. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy,
in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched)
locates only the copy cited by Porbase. Not located in Hollis or Orbis. Not located in the
online catalogues of Library of Congress or Newberry Library.

Pharmacological Duel

274. PINTO, Antonio José de Sousa [?]. Apologia dialogal visita aos visitadores, e exame nos examinadores: conversação entre dois boticarios, hum
provinciano e outro lisbonense. He o seu objecto principal avaliar a utilidade
de algumas formulas, e preparações pharmaceuticas, que o boticario Antonio
José de Souza Pinto publicou em huma só folha volante, que fez distribuir
gratuitamente com a Gazeta de 25 de Setembro de 1817, e reprehender huma
orgulhosissima, e muito descortez Analyse, que publicarão tres boticarios,
João Antonio Carreira, José da Silva Pinheiro, e Joaquim Ignacio Moreira. 2
works in 1 volume. Lisbon: Na Impressão Regia, 1820. 4°, contemporary mottled sheep (some minor defects), smooth spine with gilt fillets,
crimson leather lettering piece, gilt letter, marbled endleaves, text-block
edges tinted olive (faded). Woodcut royal arms of Portugal on title-page.
Occasional very slight soiling. In very good to fine condition. 138 pp.,
(2 ll.), 1 blank l.
2 works in 1 volume. $800.00
FIRST (and ONLY?) EDITION. A pharmacological duel: the first work in the volume
is a response to the second.
Born in Trafaria, across the Tejo from Lisbon, Sousa Pinto (1777-1853) traveled to
Lisbon, became a pharmacologist when he was barely 20, and opened a pharmacy. He
was also director of the Hospital of S. Lazaro.

❊ Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa I, 249. Not located
in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. Not located in
BLC. NUC: DNLM. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies, both at Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

BOUND WITH:
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CARREIRA, João Antonio, José da Silva Pinheiro, and Joaquim
Ignacio Moreira. Analyse da folha que o boticario Antonio José de Sousa
Pinto publicou, e distribuio com a Gazeta de 25 de Setembro proximo passado
.… Lisbon: Impressão Regia, 1817, novamente reimpresso … no anno
de 1820. 4º, 24 pp. In very good to fine condition.

Repeats and critiques ten recipes that involve soap, tin, and nitric ether, among
other ingredients.
❊ Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa I, 60. Pires de Lima,
Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto 841: locating only this edition.
Not located in BLC or NUC.

Benefits of Chemistry for Treatment of Brain, Digestive System, Skin

275. PINTO, Antonio José de Sousa. Dissertação chymico-medica sobre as
causas e effeitos das enfermidades, e seu tratamento. Lisbon: Na Impressão
Regia, 1820. 4°, modern brown wrappers with a single staple and old
stitching. Uncut and unopened. Title-page with minor soiling. In very
good, almost fine condition. 48 pp.		 $180.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Sousa Pinto sets out to show what a physician who
is also a chemist can do to benefit his patients. He discusses the brain (pp. 8-19), the
digestive system (pp. 19-24), and the skin (pp. 24-25), as well as treatments for fevers
and digestive problems.
Born in Trafaria, across the Tejo from Lisbon, Sousa Pinto (1777-1853) traveled to
Lisbon, became a pharmacologist when he was barely 20, and opened a pharmacy. He
was also director of the Hospital of S. Lazaro.
❊ Innocêncio I, 181; VIII, 214. Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção
portuguesa I, 249. Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto
3157. NUC: DNLM. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

Principles of Medical Ethics

276. PINTO, Antonio José de Sousa. Medicina politica ou principios necessarios tanto aos professores como uteis aos enfermos, dedicada ao Illmo e Exmo
Senhor Barão de Alvaiazere do Conselho de Sua Magestade Commendador
da Ordem de Christo e da Torre e Espada, Physico mór do Reino e Provedor
mór da Saude do Reino Unido, &c., &c., &c. por .... Lisbon: Na Officina de
Simão Thaddeo Ferreira, 1822. 4°, stitched. In very fine condition. 65
pp., (1 l. listing other works by the author).		 $200.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this discussion of the principles according to which a
physician ought to practice. Born in Trafaria, Sousa Pinto (1777-1853) traveled to Lisbon,
became a pharmacologist when he was barely 20, and opened a pharmacy. He was also
director of the Hospital of S. Lazaro.
❊ Innocêncio VIII, 214: with a different transcription of the title, a different
imprint and no collation. Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção
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portuguesa I, 250. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola MedicoCirurgica do Porto. NUC: DNLM. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single
copy, at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc.

Yellow Fever in Spain

277. PINTO, Ayres B[aptista]. Opusculo sobre febre amarella e cholera morbus asiatica e seu tratamento. Lisbon: Typographia Universal de Thomaz
Q. Antunes, Impressor da Casa Real, 1870. 8°, original pink printed
wrappers (light soiling). In very good to fine condition. 16 pp.		
		$125.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this work prompted by a yellow-fever epidemic in
Spain. The author states that the cause of yellow fever is still unknown, but describes the
symptoms and suggests nine treatments, among them doses of belladonna, nux-vomica,
and digitalis. For cholera he also describes the symptoms and offers treatments, which
include camphor, sulfur, ipecacuanha, and arsenic.

❊ Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa, II, 323. Not in
Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto, which cites
another work by this author. Not located in Innocêncio. Not located in OCLC. Porbase
lists the work without locating a copy. Not located in Jisc. No copy located in KVK (51
databases searched).

278. [PIRES, Júlio de Oliveira]. Carlos João Rademaker. Esboço Biographico.
Lisbon: Escriptorio da Empresa , 1867. Os Contemporaneos, Num. 8.
8°, contemporary blue wrappers, plain on the outside, with printed
advertisement for the series on the inside. Uncut and mostly unopened.
In very good to fine condition. 30 pp., (1 blank l.), plate with oval photograph of the subject tipped on.		
$75.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION.
Carlos João Rademaker, better known as Carlos Rademaker (Lisbon, 1828-Lisbon,
1885), was a Jesuit priest, responsible for the reintroduction of the Jesuit Order to Portugal,
after the expulsion of the Jesuits from Portugal by the Marquês de Pombal in 1759 (there
had been an ephemeral presence of the order in Portugal between 1829 and 1833 under
D. Miguel I). Father Rademaker entered the Jesuit Order in 1846, in Italy, returning to
Portugal soon thereafter. Thanks to his tireless efforts, in September of 1863 a Portuguese
Jesuit mission was formed under the Italian Father Francisco Xavier Fulconis. By 25 July
1880 the Superior General of the Order, Pieter Jean Beckx decreed the restoration of the
Provincia Portuguesa da Companhia de Jesus, with nine communities, three colleges,
and 137 Jesuits.
❊ Innocêncio IX, 37. See Ambrósio Pina, Carlos Rademaker, restaurador dos jesuítas
em Portugal no século XIX, Porto: Apostolado da Imprensa, 1967; N. Olaio, “Carlos João
Rademaker (1828-1885): precursor do restaurador da Companhia de Jesus em Portugal”,
in Lusitania Sacra XII (2000), 65-119. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not
located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched). Not located in Hollis, Orbis,
Newberry Library or Library of Congress online catalog.
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279. Pobreza envergonhada, poemeto em tres cantos. Lisbon: Typographia
de Costa Sanches, 1862. 8°, original blue printed wrappers. Small
wood-engraved basket of flowers on title page and front cover. In fine
condition. Early small purple monogram stamp in blank portion of
title page (“JC”?). Publisher’s authentication stamp on verso of title
page. 20 pp.		
$60.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The trials and tribulations of being poor ... or rich.
Note: a play by José da Silva Mendes Leal Junior titled A pobreza envergonhada:
drama em cinco actos e um prologo was published in Lisbon, 1858.

❊ Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Not located in OCLC. Not located in
Porbase, which cites an Ecopy edition , Porto, 2008. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases
searched) locates only the 2008 reproduction. Not located in Hollis or Orbis. Not located
in the online catalogues of Library of Congress or Newberry Library.

Rules for Elections

280. Por cuanto el Congreso Nacional de Plenipotenciarios con fecha
de este dia ha decretado y sancionado la siguiente—Lei de elecciones. Verificadas las calificaciones con arreglo á la lei que se expidió el dos de setiembre
.... (Santiago de Chile): Imprenta Nacional por M. Peregrino, dated 26
November 1830. Folio (29 x 20 cm.), disbound. Caption title. Margins
irregular; first line of one page cropped, another shaved. Foldlines,
some soiling, minor stains. In good condition, if just barely. (3 ll.)		
		$300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. This law, following one that set out qualifications for
Chilean voters under the new Constitution of 1828, sets out dates and procedures for
voting in direct and indirect elections, who is to supervise the elections, and how votes
are to be reported. Several restrictions are placed on those elected as deputies: they
cannot be clergymen, men who are not entitled to vote, fathers and sons, or brothers.
The printed signatures at the end include José Tomas Ovalle, president of Chile,
Diego Portales, his universal minister, and Fernando Errazuriz.
❊ Briseño I, 184 (under “Lei de calificaciones”). Not located in OCLC. Not located
in CCPBE. Not located in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

Postage for Mail on Steamers in the Pacific

281. Por [space left for name] se me ha trascrito el siguiente decreto supremo
de 22 de abril de este año:—”El Presidente de la República ha decretado hoi lo
que sigue: Considerando: 1º que es conveniente para la regularidad i espedicion
del jiro que la correspondencia que conducem los vapores de las Compañía del
Pacifico .... (Santiago de Chile): Imprenta del Ferrocarril, dated 1856. Folio
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(29.2 x 18.5 cm.), disbound. Heading, no title. Small piece cut from left
margin, with loss of a few letters. Good to very good condition. Early
manuscript foliation in ink. Broadside.		 $150.00
Blank form (addressee to be completed) with a decree from President Montt outlining
the payment of postage for mail carried on the steamers of the Compañía del Pacifico,
which had operated on the west coast of Chile since 1840. The decree is signed in print
by Antonio Varas, Montt’s minister of the Interior and Foreign Affairs, to whom the
Director Jeneral de Correos was to report.

❊ Not located in Briseño. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located
in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

With Articles Drawn Up By
One of the Most Brilliant Portuguese Economic Thinkers

282. [PORCELAIN]. Estatutos da Real Fabrica de Porcelana, Vidro, e Processos Chimicos, erecta no sitio da Vista-Alegre, Termo de Ilhavo, Comarca de
Aveiro. [Colophon] Lisbon: Typ. a Santa Catharina N.º 12, 1929. Folio
(29.5 x 20 cm.), contemporary light blue-gray plain wrappers (minor
soiling). Large woodcut Portuguese royal arms on title page. Horizontal
fold. In very good condition. (7 ll., 1 blank l.).		 $600.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. From 1824 to 1880, Vista Alegre was one of the two
most important glass factories in Portugal. It was also Portugal’s premier producer of
fine porcelain, and maintains that distinction to the present day.
Influenced by the success of the Marinha Grande glass factory, José Ferreira Pinto
Basto decided to create a “porcelain, glass and chemical processes” factory. He started,
in 1815, by acquiring the mansion Quinta da Ermida, a beautiful place near the town of
Ílhavo and by the Aveiro estuary, in a region rich in the essential manufacturing elements
of porcelain and glass (e.g., fuels, clay, white and thin sands, and crystallized pebbles).
Later he bought the surrounding 100-acre (0.4 km²) premises, where he launched his
project. The patent authorizing the operation of the Vista Alegre Factory was granted
in 1824 by King D. João VI. Five years later, Vista Alegre was granted the title of Royal
Factory, to honor its art and industrial success.
The second through fourth leaves of the present work contain royal decrees of 1824
and 1826 establishing the factory. The next three leaves contain documents from 1829,
including an application by Ferreira Pinto Basto, followed by nine detailed articles setting
out in detail the rules and regulations for the running of the factory. The articles are signed
in print by José Accurcio das Neves (1766-1834), a noted economist, who held various
government posts; his writing was primarily concerned with the political implications of
commerce. Elected a member of the Real Academia das Sciencias de Lisboa in 1810, Neves
was a defender of conservativism, being one of the principal supporters of D. Miguel in
the Côrtes of 1828. He had been opposed to the liberal ideology behind the revolution of
1820, and the 1822 constitution. On May 14, 1821 he lost his government offices, only to
be reinstated in June 1823. Nevertheless, Neves was elected deputy to the Côrtes of 1822.
The years 1821-1828 saw the maturing of his political-economic development. Despite
his conservative approach to politics, Neves favored industrialization and free trade,
while defending a moderate protectionism. As a result of his support for Miguelismo
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and the triumph of the liberals, Neves became an obscure figure toward the end of his
life. Today he is regarded as one of the most brilliant Portuguese thinkers and one of the
most lucid prose writers of his age, a precursor of modern economic theorists in Portugal.
❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not in Innocêncio.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK
(51 databases searched).

How to Fund a Navy?

283. [PORTALES, Diego]. Santiago May 27 de 1830. El Gobierno creeria
contraer una grave responsabilidad, si desatendiese por mas tiempo la necesidad
en que se halla la Republica de una fuerza naval que guarde nuestras estensas
costas .... (Santiago de Chile): n.pr., dated 27 May 1830. Folio (30 x 20
cm.), disbound. Printed in cursive type on wove paper. Some browning,
but sound. Foldlines. Good to very good condition. Early manuscript
foliation in ink. Manuscript flourish under Portales’ printed name. (2
ll., the second a table).		 $800.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Portales explains that Chile ought to have a navy
“que vijile sobre la puntual observancia de las leyes fiscales y proteja nuestro comercio
exterior.” The government hopes to raise 400,000 pesos for this by loans from businessmen and from foreigners living in Chile. The second leaf gives the tables of interest and
amortization over a 15-year period.
The document is signed in print by Diego Portales (1793-1837), the leader of the
prominent estanquero party on Chile, which was composed mostly of conservative businessmen. After the Chilean Civil War of 1829, José Tomás Ovalle was named president
(March 1830 to May 1831). Portales became his “universal minister,” and his ideas shaped
the Constitution of 1833, which remained in force until 1925. Portales remained a powerful figure until his death in 1837.

❊ Not located in Briseño. Not located in OCLC. Not located in CCPBE. Not located
in Rebiun. Not located in Jisc.

Plans for a Railroad from Lisbon to the Spanish Border
Three Years Prior to the Opening of Portugal’s First Railway

284. [PORTUGAL]. Contracto para a construcção do caminho de ferro de
Lisboa á fronteira de Hespanha. Lisbon: Typographia da Revista Universal,
1853. Large 8°, original yellow printed front wrapper (rear wrapper
missing, light browning). Mostly unopened. Internally fine, overall in
good condition. Old ownership signature of Adolpho Souza Caroaga [?]
at top of front wrapper. Old blue-bordered paper tag (mostly removed)
on front wrapper. 33 pp., (1 l.).		 $320.00
FIRST EDITION (thus?). Pages 3-5 include the law regarding the purchase of
shares in the railroad to be constructed from Lisbon to the Spanish border. Pages [7]-33
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are the stipulations for the contract, including what type of locomotives are to be used,
construction of buildings required for the railroad’s operation, government inspections,
etc. The contract is signed on p. 33, in print, by Antonio Maria de Fontes Pereira de Mello.
The history of rail transport in Portugal dates from 28 October 1856, when Portugal’s
first railway line was opened between Lisbon and Carregado. The final leaf is the projected
price schedule for passengers and various goods traveling by railroad.
❊ Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates two copies, both at Biblioteca Nacional
de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the copies
cited by Porbase.

Building a Railroad to the Spanish Frontier: Dangerous!!
Printed the Year Portugal’s First Railway Opened

285. [PORTUGAL]. Refutação analytica do relatorio, medidas financeiras, e
contractos sobre caminhos de ferro, que apresentou á Camara dos Srs. Deputados
em sessões de 8 e 29 de Fevereiro do corrente anno o Exm. Sr. Antonio Maria
de Fontes Pereira de Mello, Ministro e Secretario de Estado dos Negocios da
Fazenda e interino das Obras Publicas, pedindo á mesma Camara a approvação
de taes medidas e contractos. Por de V. a P. Lisbon: Typographia de Joaquim Germano de Sousa Neves, 1856. Large 8°, stitched, with traces of
yellow wrappers at spine. Unopened. Light browning and a few light
stains. In good condition. (1 l.), 66 pp., (1 l. “P.S.”, 1 l. errata); quire 5
misnumbered 4, but pagination follows.		 $100.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION.
Antonio Maria de Fontes Pereira de Mello (1819-1887) was responsible for the
dynamic industrial and infrastructure that bears his name: “Fontismo.” He served as
prime minister of Portugal in 1871-1877, 1878-1879, and 1881-1886.
Among Mello’s initiatives were plans to build railways in Portugal, including one
to the Spanish border whose contract was published in 1853. The anonymous author of
this pamphlet challenges the wisdom of building a railway line to the Spanish frontier
without prior discussion with Spain, and voices the age-old fear of Spanish domination
of Portugal.

❊ Not in Innocêncio or Fonseca, Pseudónimos. Not in Guerra Andrade, Dicionário de
pseudónimos e iniciais. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates four copies, all at Biblioteca
Nacional de Portugal. Not located in Jisc. KVK (51 databases searched) locates only the
copies cited by Porbase.
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Guardians Against Prostitution, Gambling and Witchcraft

286. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. Filipe II, King of Portugal, a.k.a. Felipe
III of Spain, 1598-1621]. Regimento dos quadrilheiros. Dom Filippe por
graça de Deos Rey de Portugal …. (Lisbon?): n.pr., dated 12 March 1603.
Folio (29.6 x 21 cm.), recent sheep, spine gilt with raised bands in six
compartments, red leather lettering-piece, gilt letter, text block edges
rouged, blank leaves added by binder. Caption title. Light staining and
a few small repairs to fore-edge margins, not affecting text. Overall in
very good condition. A few early marginalia. (2 ll.).		 $900.00

Sets out rules for selecting quadrilheiros, or night watchmen, for Lisbon, each of whom
is to hold office for three years and have twenty armed men at his call. The quadrilheiros
represent the smallest unit of local law enforcement: they are to watch their quadrilhas for
thieves, vagrants, men with bad reputations or foreigners, for brothels, gaming houses,
places where witchcraft is practiced, and so on. Any suspects are to be turned in to the
corregedor or the juiz do bairro. If the quadrilheiros fail to report such evil-doers, they risk
a year of exile in Africa or being responsible for part of the penalty the convicted miscreant is sentenced to pay. Provisions are also made for capturing miscreants who flee into
churches or into the homes of clergymen or nobles.
It is interesting to note that in current usage, quadrilheiro means a gangster or hoodlum.
❊ Arouca R50 (giving the date as 21 March). On quadrilheiros, see Grande enciclopédia
XXIII, 779-80. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Porbase locates a single copy, in
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (giving the date as 12 March), and also notes a work
with the same title, but of only 1 p., in the Biblioteca Central da Marinha. Not located in
Jisc. Not in Hollis. Not in Melvyl.

Attempts to Moderate Effects of Currency Devaluation

287. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. Pedro II, King of Portugal 1683-1706].
Dom Pedro por graça de Deos Rey de Portugal ... faço saber a vos que eu
passei ora huma Lei ... que representandoseme os grandes danos, que podião
resultar a estes meus Reynos, de sobirem a maior preço os generos depois
da Ley do levantamento da moeda .... N.p. [Lisbon?]: n.pr., dated 11
October 1688. Folio (30 x 20 cm.), later black-and-white wrappers.
Caption title, 7-line woodcut initial. Mild dampstains. Overall in
good condition. (2 ll.).		 $300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION? After a law regarding levantamento da moeda, the King
was warned that prices would rise. After receiving reports on the price of foreign goods
sold in Portugal when the law was passed, the King ordered a pauta (tariff) on those prices;
those who didn’t comply would suffer a minimum of two years in Africa and a fine of
50,000 réis. See Hanson, Economy and Society in Baroque Portugal, 1668-1703.
❊ Arouca L167. Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature before 1850. Not
located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase.
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Taxing Chocolate and Sweets to Pay for Soldiers

288. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. João V, King of Portugal 1706-1750]. Eu
El-Rey faço saber aos que este meu Alvarà em fórma de Ley virem, que havendo
por outro de dezaseis de Novembro do anno passado dado fórma para que os
assucares, que se achavão nestes Reynos .... N.p.: n.pr., issued at Lisboa
Occidental, 31 January 1721. Folio (29 x 20 cm.), disbound. Caption
title; six-line woodcut initial. In good to very good condition. (1 l.)		
		$400.00
Imported chocolate, molasses, and sweets are to be included in the provisions of the
alvará of 16 November 1720, which laid a tax on imported sugar to help pay for “tropas
necessarias para a defença dos referidos Reynos.”
❊ Not located in OCLC.

Forbidden Imports: Chocolate, Boots, Women’s Hats, Silk Gloves, and More

289. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Sua
Magestade foi servido ordenar por Resoluçaõ de tres do corrente, em Consulta
da Junta do Commercio destes Reinos, e seus Dominios, que as Fazendas, cuja
entrada he prohibida .... N.p.: n.pr., dated at Lisbon, 24 May 1757. Folio
(30 x 20 cm.), disbound. In very good condition. Broadside.		 $175.00
This order, issued 24 May 1757, gives a list of items that may not be imported to Portugal, including chocolate, pots, boots, ready-made clothing, women’s hats and silk gloves.
❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Melvyl. Not located
in Porbase.

Taxes Strong Liquor at Same Rate as Wine

290. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Eu
ElRey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará virem: Que sendo-me presente em consulta
do Senado da Camara a Representação dos commerciantes de Agua-Ardente, em
que para evitar as fraudes .... [Lisbon]: [colophon] Na Officina de Miguel
Rodrigues, issued 15 July 1767. Folio (28.7 x 19.5 cm.), disbound. Eightline woodcut initial. In good to very good condition. (2 ll.)		
		$250.00
Changes the taxes on aguardente (any strong distilled alcoholic beverage, including
brandy, bagaço and bagaceira) so that they are the same as for wine. The decree affects
aguardente that is brought to Lisbon, with different rates depending on whether it is
shipped in by land or sea or distilled by those owning vineyards near the city.

❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not located in NUC.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.
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Yet Another Attempt to Prevent the Dilution of Port Wine

291. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Eu
ElRey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará virem: Que na Minha Real Presença
se verificou com toda a certeza: Por huma parte, que no anno proximo passado de mil setecentos setenta e dous foi tão excessiva a quantidade de Vinho
branco, que colhêram, e manifestáram alguns Lavradores dos Terrenos de
Vinhos tintos .... [Lisbon]: Na Regia Officina Typografica, issued 10
April 1773. Folio (29.5 x 18.5 cm.), later wrappers. Clean and crisp.
In very good condition. (2 ll.).		 $250.00
Another royal attempt to prevent the dilution or mixture of wines. Ever since wines
from Porto became popular in England in the late seventeenth century, unscrupulous
producers had begun to dilute wines to enhance color or taste, or to increase the amount
they could offer for sale. Due to decreased quality, sales of Port wine had begun to drop
by the mid-eighteenth century.
One of the first actions of the Companhia Geral da Agricultura das Vinhas do Alto
Douro, established in 1756 by the Marquês de Pombal, was to order that all elderberry
plants in the Douro region be rooted out, since the juice of the elderberry (sabugueiro) was
favored for diluting wine. In this decree the prohibida Baga de Sabugueiro is mentioned, and
the king orders that in areas where red wines for export are grown, all vines with white
grapes shall be grafted (cut off and replaced with red??). More ingredients are also added
to the forbidden list—folhelho, pão campeche, and caparrosa (shale, logwood, and ferrous
sulfate). Anyone who buys or even transports these items is subject to criminal penalties.
The Companhia was founded in 1756, partly in an effort by the Marquês de Pombal
to limit long-standing British influence on the Port wine trade. It officially delineated the
boundaries of the Douro wine region, regulated exports of port, set production limits and
prices, and was sole arbiter in disputes between producers and shippers. It also held a
monopoly on the sale of brandy, used in the fortification process for making Port wine,
and on the sale of the grape distillates bagaço or bagaceira (similar to grappa), which were
sold in taverns in Porto and elsewhere, mostly for consumption by common people.
Before the Companhia was finally dismantled in 1853, a number of attempts were made to
reduce its influence, especially by liberals in sympathy with the middle and lower classes.
❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not located in NUC.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

Forestalling Tax Evasion in Purchases of Alcohol

292. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Eu
ElRey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará com força de Lei virem: Que sendo-me
presentes algumas confusões, e dúvidas, que tem occorrido na execução dos
Meus Alvarás ... assim pelo que respeita á arrecadação do Subsidio Literario,
que por Elles Fui servido impôr nos Vinhos dos Meus Dominios .... N.p.: n.pr.,
issued at Nossa Senhora da Ajuda, 16 December 1773. Folio (29.5 x 18.5
cm.), modern marbled wrappers, edges rouged. Eight-line woodcut
initial. In very good condition. (4 ll.)		 $350.00
The king clarifies the obligation of the Companhia Geral da Agricultura das Vinhas
do Alto Douro to collect royal taxes on wine, aguardente and vinegar. To curb tax evasion,
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he forbids retail sale of wine and aguardente within the Douro appellation area. The alvará
of 10 November 1772 had created some confusion on these matters.
The Portuguese government had been heavily involved in the wine trade since
1756, when the Marquês de Pombal established the Companhia Geral da Agricultura
das Vinhas do Alto Douro. The Companhia officially delineated the boundaries of the
Douro wine region, regulated exports of Port, set production limits and prices, and was
sole arbiter in disputes between producers and shippers. It also held a monopoly on the
sale of brandy, used in the fortification process for making Port wine, and on the sale of
the grape distillates bagaço or bagaceira (similar to grappa), which were sold in taverns
in Porto and elsewhere, mostly for consumption by common people. The Companhia
was finally dismantled in 1853.
At the end of this decree, the printed signature of the Marquês de Pombal appears
below the printed signature of the king.
❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not located in NUC.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in Melvyl.

Wine Growing and Wine Transportation in the Douro

293. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Eu
ElRey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará com força de Lei virem: Que tendo-se
pelo decurso do tempo observado; por huma parte, a urgencia, que ha de regular
alguns Pontos, que occorrêram depois da Instituição da Companhia Geral da
Agricultura das Vinhas do Alto Douro .... [Colophon] (Lisbon): Na Regia
Officina Typographica, issued at Nossa Senhora da Ajuda, 16 December
1773. Folio (29 x 19 cm.), later wrappers, text-block edges rouged. Eightline woodcut initial. Clean and crisp. In very good condition. 14 pp.		
		$350.00
Deals with various details of wine-growing and shipping in the Douro region:
comarcas whose wine is inferior, the risks of using huge barges on the Douro, moving
barges when the wind dies, price-fixing, mislabeling of wines, and impediments to river
traffic such as fisheries that extend out into the river. Pages 13-14 list obstructions that
are to be razed at the expense of the respective town councils within thirty days of the
publication of this decree.
The printed signature of the Marques de Pombal appears below the king’s
printed signature.
❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not located in NUC.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

Wine Growing and Wine Transportation in the Douro

294. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Eu
ElRey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará com força de Lei virem: Que tendo-se
pelo decurso do tempo observado; por huma parte, a urgencia, que ha de regular
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alguns Pontos, que occorrêram depois da Instituição da Companhia Geral da
Agricultura das Vinhas do Alto Douro .... [Colophon] (Lisbon): Na Regia
Officina Typographica, issued at Nossa Senhora da Ajuda, 16 December
1773. Folio (29.5 x 20.5 cm.), disbound, text-block edges rouged. Eightline woodcut initial. Very minor worming at inner margins. Light stains
on first leaf. In good condition. Old ink foliation in upper outer corners
of rectos of each leaf (“262-268”). 14 pp.		 $200.00
Deals with various details of wine-growing and shipping in the Douro region:
comarcas whose wine is inferior, the risks of using huge barges on the Douro, moving
barges when the wind dies, price-fixing, mislabeling of wines, and impediments to river
traffic such as fisheries that extend out into the river. Pages 13-14 list obstructions that
are to be razed at the expense of the respective town councils within thirty days of the
publication of this decree.
The printed signature of the Marques de Pombal appears below the king’s
printed signature.
❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not located in NUC.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.

Curbing Dishonest Coopers

295. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. José I, King of Portugal 1750-1777]. Eu
ElRey. Faço saber aos que este Alvará com força de Lei virem: Que tendo-se
verificado na Minha Real Presença os perniciosos abusos, que se tem introduzido na medida das Pipas, em que do Alto Douro se transportam para a Cidade
do Porto os Vinhos comprados nas Terras daquelle Territorio .... N.p.: n.pr.,
issued at Nossa Senhora da Ajuda, 20 December 1773. Folio (29.5 x 18.5
cm.), modern marbled wrappers. Eight-line woodcut initial. Clean and
crisp. In very good condition. 7 pp.		 $350.00

Because of widespread, deliberate discrepancies from the standard size of wine
casks in the Douro region, the king ordains that a pareador geral operating out of Porto
will be in charge of confirming the exact measurements of casks. To further discourage
deceptive practices, the coopers (tanoeiros) who produce the casks are henceforth required
to brand each cask with their name.
The Portuguese government had been heavily involved in the wine trade since 1756,
when the Marquês de Pombal established the Companhia Geral da Agricultura das Vinhas
do Alto Douro, partly in an effort to limit long-standing British influence on the Port
wine trade. It officially delineated the boundaries of the Douro wine region, regulated
exports of Port, set production limits and prices, and was sole arbiter in disputes between
producers and shippers. It also held a monopoly on the sale of brandy, used in the fortification process for making Port wine, and on the sale of the grape distillates bagaço or
bagaceira (similar to grappa), which were sold in taverns in Porto and elsewhere, mostly
for consumption by common people. Before the Companhia was finally dismantled in
1853, a number of attempts were made to reduce its influence, especially by liberals in
sympathy with the middle and lower classes.
❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature Before 1850. Not located in NUC.
Not located in OCLC. Not located in Melvyl. Porbase locates copies in the Universidade
Católica-Biblioteca João Paulo II and in the Biblioteca Municipal de Elvas.
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Upholds Rights of a Jewelry Manufacturer Against the Jewelers’ Guild

296. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. Maria I, Queen of Portugal 1777-1816].
Alvará concedido por S. Magestade, a favor de Jozé Luiz da Silva, contra os
Juizes do Officio de Ourives do ouro, em o qual foi a mesma Senhora Servida
confirmar o Alvará da Junta do Commercio, no qual lhe permitte a faculdade
de poder continuar com a sua fabrica de embutidos de ouro, e prata, e diamantes, e pedras de varias qualidades, tanto ao que respeita ao Ornato de Pessoas,
como de Igreja e Caza. Lisbon: Na Officina dos Herdeiros de Domingos
Gonsalves, dated at Lisbon, 25 October 1788. Folio (29.3 x 19.4 cm.),
disbound. Large woodcut monogram “M” on title page. Large woodcut
initial incorporating the royal arms on p. 3. In very good condition.
Contemporary inscription “1788 // 8br 25” [i.e., October 25, 1788] in
upper blank margin of title page. 7 pp.		 $300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION [?] of this rare decree dated October 25, 1788, upholding José Luís da Silva’s royal license to manufacture jewelry, despite the objections of
Lisbon’s guild of goldsmiths.

❊ Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature before 1850. Not located in OCLC.
Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in Library of Congress Online
Catalog, Hollis, Orbis, Newberry Library Online Catalog, Melvyl, or Getty Library Online
Catalog. Not in Watsonline.

Insurance Regulations Concerning Lost Ships, Perishable Foods, Brokers

297. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. Maria I, Queen of Portugal 1777-1816]. Eu
a Rainha. Faço saber aos que este Alvará virem: Que havendo-me representado
Francisco Antonio da Cunha e Uzeda, Proprietario encartado do Officio de
Corretor, e Provedor dos Seguros da Praça desta Cidade …. [Colophon] Lisbon: Na Regia Officina Typographica, 1792. Folio (29 x 30 cm.), in later
black-and-white machine-marbled wrappers (apparently previously
disbound), text-block edges rouged (old). Eight-line woodcut initial.
Very good condition. 6, 7 pp.		 $200.00

In a royal decree of 11 August 1791 (the first 6 pp.), D. Maria accepts the resignation
of the Corretor e Provedor dos Seguros (insurance broker) in Lisbon. His office, described
as “of greatest importance, and utility to the public,” is incorporated by this decree into
the Royal Council for Commerce, Agriculture, Factories and Shipping, and regulations
are set forth for the disposition of income, accounting methods, and so on. The second
section of the work (or perhaps a separate work in its own right bibliographically, bound
with the related decree), bears the caption title Artigos que formão a Regulação da Casa dos
Seguros da Praça de Lisboa, propostos, e approvados no restabelecimento da Casa em 1758, e
authorizados pelo §. 3. do Alvará de 11 de Agosto de 1791, como parte do mesmo Alvará, 7 pp.
It contains the rules for the Casa dos Seguros (insurance company). These cover a broad
range of subjects, e.g., who can purchase and sell insurance, when a policy becomes
valid, when the insurers must pay for ships that have disappeared, and special conditions applicable to perishable foods, liquids, fish, tobacco, linen, etc.
❊ The 7 pp. Artigos not in Imprensa Nacional, which mentions two 1791 printings
of the Alvará on p. 229. Not in Kress, Luso-Brazilian Economic Literature before 1850. Not
located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Porbase.
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Lottery Drawing

298. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. João, Prince Regent of Portugal 17991816, then D. João VI King of Portugal and Brazil, 1816-1826]. Eu
o Principe Regente Faço saber aos que este Alvará virem: Que havendo eu
por outro Alvará de sete de Março de mil oitocentos e hum, para occorrer
ás urgentes Despezas do Estado, exigido do amor, e lealdade dos Meus Fieis
Vassallos …. [Lisbon]: Na Regia Officina Typografica, dated 28 April
1802. Folio (31 x 21 cm.), disbound. Eight-line woodcut initial. In very
good condition. (2 ll.).		
$150.00
Gives a firm date for a lottery drawing that had been postponed several times.

❊ Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located in Melvyl. Not located
in Porbase.

How Much Do We Owe?

299. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. João, Prince Regent of Portugal 1799-1816,
then D. João VI King of Portugal and Brazil, 1816-1826]. Carta Regia,
que Sua Alteza Real o Principe Regente Nosso Senhor Mandou expedir ao
Vice-Rei, e Capitão General de Mar, e Terra do Estado do Brazil .... [Lisbon]:
Na Regia Officina Typografica, dated 24 October 1802. Folio (31 x 21.7
cm.), unbound. Uncut. In very fine condition. 7 pp.		 $150.00
The Prince Regent orders the Viceroy of Brazil, D. Fernando José de Portugal, to
take measures to discover exactly what the government’s debts are and which debts have
been sold by the original holders to others; then to pay a specified interest rate; and to
be very careful in future of expenditures and dispensing IOUs.
❊ Not in JCB, Portuguese and Brazilian Books. Not located in OCLC. Not located in
Porbase. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

Major and Lasting Reform of Medical Education in Portugal

300. [PORTUGAL. Laws. D. Maria II, Queen of Portugal 1826-1828
and 1834-1853.] Decreto. Attendendo a que as Escolas de Cirurgia de Lisboa,
e Porto .... [Lisbon]: Na Imprensa Nacional, dated 29 December 1836.
Folio (30 x 21 cm.), unbound. Caption title. Uncut. In very fine condition. 6 pp.		 $300.00
FIRST and ONLY EDITION [?] of a pivotal decree for the history of medical education in Portugal. The Royal School of Surgery, established in Lisbon in June 1825, was
transformed by this decree into the Schools of Surgery and Medicine (Escolas MedicoCirurgicas) of Lisbon and Porto. The staff was greatly expanded, with new chairs in medicine added and significant changes in the curriculum. The decree sets out these changes,
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indicating the proposed course of study, examinations, requirements for matriculation
and graduation, and the salaries and duties of professors. Provision is also made for the
annexation of a school of pharmacy. The printed signature of Manuel da Silva Passos
appears under that of the Queen at the beginning, and again at the end, for the Secretaria
d’Estado dos Negocios do Reino.
Manuel da Silva Passos, better known as “Passos Manuel” (1801-1861), was a
native of São Martinho de Guifões, Bouças (today Matosinhos, a suburb of Porto). He
had been a key figure in the left-wing liberal Setembrista revolt of 9 September 1836. In
the government formed by the Visconde de Sá de Bandeira, which held power from 5
November 1836 to 1 June 1837, Passos Manuel was simultaneously Ministro do Reino (a
portfolio he had held since 10 September 1836), da Fazenda and da Justiça. During this
time the Ministro do Reino was responsible for education, and in less than nine months
Passos Manuel was responsible for a series of sweeping reforms. Many had long-lasting
results, surviving the vicissitudes of political fortune. The decree announced in the present document was one of these.
❊ Ferreira de Mira, História da medicina portuguesa pp. 352-3. Not in Lisbon, Faculdade
de Medicina, Catálogo da colecção portuguesa. Not in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca
da Escola Medico-Cirurgica do Porto. Not located in NUC. Not located in OCLC. Not located
in Porbase. Not located in Jisc.
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